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Important Information
The Courier Expert Guide is designed to assist in building a self-employed courier
service. It is intended to provide support and guidance only and does not offer any
guarantee of work.
Courier Expert will provide you with the proven framework to build your business: the
rest is up to you. It is how you implement our information and your own efforts that
will determine your success.
We advise that you seek professional advice before entering into any financial
commitments.
© Copyright 2013 CRV Solutions Ltd t/a Courier Expert
All rights reserved. This publication is intended for personal use only and must not be
reproduced in any material form except in accordance with the provisions of The
Copyright, Designs and Patent Act 1988.
Any unauthorised or restricted act in relation to the publication as a whole or in part
may result in civil proceedings and/or criminal prosecution.

Follow us:
Phone:
01289 33 45 46
Website: www.ukfuelcards.co.uk

What benefits can our Fuel Cards offer your business?
Security
Safer than cash or credit cards, cards can only be used to draw fuel - also acts as a
deterrent to fraud.
Credit
Up to 28 days Interest Free, great for your cash flow. We also help in offering credit to
anyone who may have found it difficult in the past.
Invoices
Emailed weekly to reduce your paper work and receive management reports quicker.
Your own personal account manager
Oversee the day to day running of your account, with a direct dial contact.
Commercial Prices
Competitive bulk related prices on most cards offer a fixed weekly price no matter where
you refuel in the UK.
European Fuel
We have the solution, and with VAT recovery and road tolls!
UK Fuel Cards offers a complete range of Fuel Cards for use throughout the UK & Europe.
Accounts are set up without long term contracts or obligations
Contact us today and start benefiting straight away.
How to apply
Call Lee Chadbourne today on 01289 33 45 46 and he will deal with all your questions or email on lee.chadbourne@ukfcl.co.uk Quoting ref: Courier Expert / Peterborough

UK FUEL CARDS LTD. EUROCARD HOUSE, 23-33 W OOLMARKET, BERW ICK-UPON-TWEED, NORTHUMBERLAND TD15 1DH

Introduction
Dear Courier,
I want to thank you for ordering the Courier Expert guide. My name is Andy Stephens
and I have worked in the courier industry my whole life. I have worked from the
ground up, starting off as a postman and gradually progressing up the ladder. These
days I am the company director of a national courier company. I have applied my
wealth of knowledge and experience to this guide, in hope that it will help you on your
way.
At first I was too naïve to anticipate all the possible pitfalls in the courier industry.
However, with time I have managed to unearth, through both trial and error, the
secrets behind becoming a successful self employed courier.
So why would it be worth investing your time in this kind of opportunity?
Let’s consider the following points.
The benefits of being your own boss
Being Innovative
Working in a typical 9-5 job isn’t exactly inspiring at the best of times; the repetitive
nature of this type of work can suppress both your aspirations and motivation. A
great deal of people moan of the daily grind they find themselves in, but what they
don’t realise is that there is an escape route to a more harmonious work-life balance.
The great thing about being self employed is that you are able to develop your
thoughts and idea’s. You will probably find yourself thinking of innovative ways to
expand your courier business all the time.
Think about it this way, why spend the rest of your life in a job that you hate? If you
don’t enjoy it, there’s no room for progression and you’re stuck in a rut, then try
taking the plunge and think about trying something new. Remember, ‘Fortune favours
the bold’
The great part about working for yourself…you can’t be fired!
Over the last few years, we have been plagued with mass redundancies and job
cuts, especially with the recent economic climate. You may have been a victim of
this. You may have been one of many who are let go after giving years and years of
hard work and loyalty, only to be laid off due to various corporate decisions or
funding cuts.
Some people commit their whole lives to working for a specific company; they give
and give, but sad thing is, a lot of the time they get nothing back. But as a self
employed person you will never have to experience that kind of disappointment. No
one could sack you, what a refreshing thought!
As a self employed courier, the only person that you have to answer to is yourself.
Freedom comes as part of the package along with control of your own working hours.
You are able to choose what days you work, the time and how long for; you call the
shots. Being self employed is a lifestyle choice along with a career choice; it offers
the flexibility of fitting around your routine and way of life. You will find that most self

employed couriers would never go back to working for someone else along with the
restraints and regime that go with it.
As your own boss you can decide your own working hours and can either set up a
full-time service or operate part time to fit around any existing commitments that you
may already have, such as a current job.
Money to be made in self employment
Working as a self employed courier has many advantages, as it is a business that
demands little financial commitment when starting up. You are able to run it from
your own home and the only key necessities are a vehicle and a mobile telephone
with an email facility; these are both things that you probably already have.
As a courier, your potential is unlimited; there are really no boundaries in regards to
what you can earn. Plus, nobody can beat you out of a promotion, as you’re the
boss!
Happiness in self employment
This is an important factor that should not be ignored. You need to ask yourself, will I
be happy working for myself? You’ll find that the majority of people who work for
themselves tend to be much happier and content in their lives. When they wake up in
the morning they aren’t overwhelmed with the familiar feeling of dread; going to work
becomes a pleasure rather than a pain.
You must also bear in mind that working for yourself means that you will not have the
benefit of company advancement. By this I mean that you will not progress like you
would when working for somebody else, this is because you are already at the top.
This is definitely something to reflect on in regards to your own personal targets for
achievement and career progression.
Despite the hard work attached to becoming established as a self employed courier,
it is possible to reap fruitful rewards, allowing you to earn so much more than you
ever could with an employer.
The Drawbacks
Making Decisions
Being your own boss means that you have to make all the decisions yourself; in
some respects this is a benefit, but it can be a burden at times. Although making
decisions is perceived as basic common sense, you’ll soon find that it is very easy to
get this process wrong. It seems simple really, but a one small mistake could cost
you a lot of money.
You need to develop your ability to make decisions; you have to make them fast, but
in an informed way. The manner by which you make decisions can significantly
influence the success of your business.
If you are uncertain as to whether you have made the right decision then I suggest
you get a second opinion or seek some informed advice. When making a decision
regarding something very important, then it’s a good idea to keep the businesses
best interests at heart and give your self a week at least to mull over of it, especially
when a large investment of money is in the equation.

This is crucial in order to prevent impulse decision making, which could result into
lost profits.
The Lure of Debt
I’d like to offer a genuine warning in this section. If you do not already have a vehicle,
then please think carefully before taking out a loan and getting yourself into any debt
in order to buy one.
My best recommendation to you is to save up a couple of thousand pounds, so that
you can purchase an appropriate and dependable vehicle. Or go for a month by
month lease, without any long term commitments.
Far too many self employed couriers who are just starting up jump in feet first and fall
into this trap, like numerous others before them. Debt can greatly determine the way
you think and therefore the decisions that you make. Your choices will be shaped by
the fact that you have a debt to pay off, which can hinder you from accessing the real
essence of whatever opportunity might present itself.
Being well
Being healthy and generally well is particularly essential when planning to take up
self employment. The reasoning behind this is that when you fall ill, you don’t get
paid sick leave.
Ill health can be very damaging to your business; it could devastate you financially
amongst various other things. So ensure you look after number one, your key asset
and your greatest money maker- You!
There are a number of questions that you need to ask yourself so that you can
assess your suitability to self employment. These are as follows:
1. Do I have enough discipline to do the things that must be done, even if I don’t feel
like it?
2. Can I work effectively alone?
3. Am I willing to work extra hard the first year?
4. Will I be happy working for myself?
5. Am I good with making decisions?
6. Am I in good health to be self-employed?
Your answer to each needs to be yes. All of the aspects covered in the questions are
all crucial to your success and happiness as a self employed courier.

Summing up
When you reflect on all the points we’ve touched upon you may find yourself drawing
the conclusion that the benefits of self employment surpass the drawbacks.
A lot of people really enjoy being their own boss and love running their very own
business- I certainly know I do.
You will have a wide span of control and you will be able to manage the pace at
which you work according to your own preferences. You’ll find that being self
employed will give you a rush of consistent motivation; it’s your own business which
gives you the incentive to make it work and make it successful.
Although no self-employed opportunity is easy, (you do have to invest some time in
setting up), rewards can be great. If you enjoy driving, can navigate your way around
the country and present yourself in a smart manner, you already possess the main
qualities for being a courier.
An Introduction to the Courier Industry
A self employed courier operates a direct service delivering parcels and packages
across the UK.
The courier sector plays a huge role in the UK with many businesses relying on a
courier service to meet strict Industry deadlines. The need for Couriers therefore
remains strong in most towns and cities across the country.
The main source of work for a Courier comes from courier companies in the local
area. There are three main parts to the industry:
Mail order companies often use a Courier Service to cover multi-drop work. This
typically involves carrying a large number of items to different addresses in any given
area. This type of delivery is mainly during evenings and weekends as it involves the
delivery of mail order and catalogue goods to home addresses. A car or small van
would be sufficient.
I would not advise this type of work for anyone looking to build a career in this
industry. Poor rates of pay (usually about 50p-75p per drop) do not offset the
expense and time commitment involved. However, if you are simply looking to earn
some extra cash in your spare time, companies to contact include DHL, Home
Delivery Network and Parcelnet.
Next day Delivery involves the carriage of parcels over night. Large Courier
Companies will collect a parcel and using a system of vehicles and depots will
transport parcels and packages across the UK for next day delivery. Companies such
as DPD and TNT employ owner drivers for this type of work. You would usually
require a transit type van and expect to earn between 15k-30k per year.
We are going to concentrate on the most profitable type of delivery, which is sameday. I will show you how to set up a same-day courier service sourcing work from
local courier companies and private customers.

The Same-Day Courier Industry
Same-day delivery involves the transportation of parcels/packages anywhere across
the UK at short notice. These deliveries fall into two main categories:Urgent Deliveries can include anything from replacement machinery parts or
computer components to legal documentation or tenders.
Secure Deliveries are items that may not have such urgency but must arrive at their
destination. Secure deliveries often need delivering to a named person as opposed
to a reception desk.
Both types of delivery often have huge financial implications and importance to a
client. It may be that a production-line of 100 staff is at standstill awaiting
replacement machinery parts or that a contract worth several thousand pounds is
awaiting a signature. This level of urgency and importance is reflected in the prices
charged for same-day delivery. A customer can expect to pay anywhere in the region
of £1-£1.60 per mile of the delivery route.
What is A Self Employed Courier?
A suitable vehicle would be a small box van such as a Citroen Berlingo, however it
would be completely reasonable to begin your business using a car.
Most of a couriers work consists of sub-contract opportunities from courier
companies within their local area, even though some work can be found with local
businesses. The types of business that use a courier service are as follows:














Television Production Companies
Accountants and Legal Organisations
Design Firms
Publishers and Printing Companies
Video Production Companies
Advertising Agencies
Car Trade and Repair Shops in need of Urgent Parts
Travel Agents
Cinemas (Delivering a Film Reel for example)
Medical Field (Specially equipped vehicles needed here)
CD Duplication Companies
Mail Order Companies
And many more!

A self employed courier provides a person to person, door to door delivery service
collecting a parcel from Pick Up point A and delivering to point B.
As a courier, your key source of work will come from courier companies that are local
to you, running their company within a 30 mile radius to your base. This may seem
quite a revelation to you, it is most likely a surprise as you may have been under the
impression that courier companies will be you main competition. It is in fact on the
contrary. These courier companies are your key to success, they often rely on owner
drivers to carry out same-day business to business deliveries.
Same-day business to business deliveries are those last minute calls that require a
courier to collect a parcel within a couple of hours and travel across the UK to

provide an efficient and safe delivery. Employing full time drivers to cover this work is
therefore not cost effective for a Courier Company as there is no way of measuring
the daily demand and there is the potential to have either too many or too few drivers
on any given day.
A Courier Company will therefore seek a list of local owner driver contacts to
represent their company on same-day deliveries. If you are operating a professional,
reliable service you will be in great demand.
The typical day of a Courier would involve collecting a parcel from his/her hometown
and delivering it to another town or city where return loads can be sourced, travelling
back towards the home area. I will show in detail exactly how to achieve this in a later
section.

Chapter 1: Background to the Courier Industry
Residential Courier Deliveries (Home Deliveries)
Residential courier services mainly take place in the evenings and usually involve the
delivery of mail order goods. Companies like Yodel and Hermes are amid the
suppliers of this type of service.
These companies also have self employed couriers or owner drivers on their books
to deliver their parcels. As I mentioned earlier on, this nature of courier work can be
poorly paid therefore I would not recommend it, especially if you are aiming to build a
career out of the courier industry.
These companies pay per drop for this kind of work, rather than per mile. However
beware, there are only so many parcels you can deliver per hour or per day, so make
sure that you are getting paid enough per parcel, to make it worthwhile.
In summary, residential home deliveries can be profitable if you have a whole lot of
drive and are prepared to work very long, unsociable hours.so let’s shift our focus to
the next type of delivery service…
Mulitdrop (Overnight Deliveries)
Parcel force and City Link are two prime examples of companies that focus on next
day deliveries. The goods you deliver can vary, anything from a letter to a PC is
completely normal.
This type of work has a multi drop element to it and you will almost certainly have
timed deliveries on board your vehicle when doing next day work. These timed
deliveries need to be completed by 9:30 AM, (Give or take 30 minutes in some areas
of the country i.e. Leicester) but definitely no later than 10 AM.
Any other timed deliveries that you have will usually be schedule to arrive at 12. Next
day deliveries that involve multidrop goods are scanned on to your vehicle at the
depot between 06:50 and 07:30, they are then are then put on the van accordingly.
Timed deliveries first and the remainder according to postcode.
You may find yourself in a situation if a couple of parcels are not put on the van due
to one reason or another. This adds to the stress of the situation as you end up in a
flurry trying to locate the parcel and get it delivered on time.
City Link in particular are very strict when it comes to timed deliveries as a late parcel
could mean that the company have to pay a penalty to their customer. The great
thing about next day is that the work is in the bag and the return is great. But on the
downside you have to be up and running very early, not to mention the hours are
long, tedious and stressful. You can expect to earn between £15 - £24K per annum,
a weekly payout usually being around the £270 mark.
For next day work it is essential that you have at least a Transit sized, long
wheelbase vehicle, as sometimes you can have up to 120 parcels on board each
day. When you ever take on this kind of work, they never usually tell you
straightaway that you will be delivering that many parcels as it tends to scare people
away, unsurprisingly.

Same-Day Deliveries as a sub-contractor
A Same-day delivery involves delivering goods the same day they are picked up.
Many private businesses offer this kind of service to clients who request an urgent
delivery, this can be a courier goldmine.
This is the kind of delivery service you should be focusing on. This type of work
requires you to pick up a parcel from say London going to Plymouth. This small trip
alone would easily leave you £270 better off.
Same Day Collection /Deliveries for Private Companies
This is work you will do for private clients (non-courier companies) like offices or local
businesses. It could be anything from delivering a passport to transporting legal
documents. This type of work is done on a contract basis which we will discuss later
on in the guide.
Starting With Same Day Delivery/Collection
For the time being, I want you to concentrate your efforts and energy on same-day
deliveries. This is the bread and butter of the courier industry and where most self
employed couriers make the bulk of their money.
Self employed couriers cover in the region of 350 – 400 miles per day but can vary
depending on the type of contracts/clients they have.
This is the type of service you as a self employed courier will be providing; as long as
you deliver an excellent service you can expect to be paid handsomely.
Why should you concentrate on this service?
Simply due to the fact that it pays the most, you’re your own boss and you decide
your working terms and times before you accept any work from courier companies
who sub contract to you.
If you don’t want to work on weekends, you basically make the courier company
aware that you are only available to work weekdays. You are in control.
Here’s an example of how it all works:
Mr Customer from London phones up XYZ Couriers to collect a valuable piece of
jewellery from his house and then have it delivered to one of his jewellery stores in
Birmingham which is about 150 miles away and a 2 and a 1/2 - 3 hour journey.
The distance from his house to his Birmingham store – 150 miles, XYZ Couriers
quote Mr Customer £1.10 per mile and Mr Customer accepts this and books the job.
That is a total of 150 miles one way. At the standard sub-contract rate of 70p per
mile, that would be worth £105 to you. Because it is a sameday delivery, Mr
Customer knows it will arrive in approximately 3 hours time and his willing to pay for
this luxury.
The courier company contracting you to do the job is making a margin of up to 40%
by charging the customer about £1.10 per mile. You make money accepting the job,
they make money using you. It’s a win- win situation for both parties involved.

Timed same-day deliveries
Naturally same-day deliveries by their very nature are urgent deliveries, but
sometimes you will get a delivery that is also timed. That means it has to be delivered
to its destination by a certain time and no later. As customers pay such dear prices
for this kind of service it is crucial that you respect this request especially if you want
to be in the goods books of the courier company giving you these quality runs.
You could be delivering a part for a broken machine 300 miles away for a big
company; every minute on the clock would be losing them money.
Your prompt delivery will be very much appreciated and the courier company giving
you the run will prefer to give you work over other self employed couriers they might
have on their books.
Completing a delivery in double time for a courier company will establish you as a
professional, efficient and dependable contact. This can bring you more work and
make you a preferred choice over other owner drivers on file with the company.
Planning Sameday deliveries and collections
Having to break off your journey to fill up on petrol at the time of a collection or
delivery will delay you at least 20 minutes. Every minute matters because you have
to factor traffic into the journey too.
Make sure that you schedule in a 2 hour period to deliver timed-same day deliveries.
Your McDonalds will taste much better when you have lifted the burden of timed
deliveries.
I recommend that you also aim to have at half a tank of fuel in your vehicle when
ever you are on the road. Being prepared could save you precious time, especially if
you get called to do a job at short notice.

Earning Potential
There really are no limits to what you can earn as a courier and this will depend on
how you choose to operate your service. Obviously, the more hours you work, the
more money you will make.
You might be looking to simply work part time to supplement other earnings or you
might be looking to turn this opportunity into a full time career. You may even have a
long term plan of setting up a courier company. This will increase earning potential
dramatically as you are not restricted to the working capacity of one vehicle.
As with any new business, earning potential is something that will grow with
experience. By following the advice in the Courier Expert Guide I can provide you
with the benefit of my own experience within the industry to get you off to a flying
start.
Most Courier Companies will pay their owner drivers in the region of 60p-70p per
mile, one way. This can be enhanced by approx 25% if the work is out of normal
business hours. Although it is important to negotiate a good price for your services,
the main concern in the first instance is actually getting a place on the courier books.
Some companies will ask what rates you charge. We would advise charging 60-70p

per mile for a small van. Other companies will tell you what they are prepared to pay.
We would advise that you accept anything in the region of 50p+. Once you have a
regular source of work, you can go back to the lower payers and negotiate a higher
rate. This will be far easier once you have proved your reliability.
What you can earn will depend on the distance between collection and delivery point
and the size/weight of the goods you are carrying. If you have a small box van such
as a Citroen Berlingo and your carrying a couple of pallets, you will be paid a small
van rate between 60-70p per mile.
If you own a short wheel base transit or Peugeot Expert type vehicle, then you can
carry a couple of pallets at a rate of about 80p per mile.
If you own a LWB transit van and carry three pallets the rate is about 90p per mile.
I cannot guarantee that these prices are set in stone; it will obviously vary depending
on the area you live in and the rate you’re willing to accept from courier companies at
the negotiating phase. These prices are roughly the guide price at the time of this
publication for self employed couriers in the UK.
It would be a good idea to call a few courier companies up under a different name
and just ask outright what they pay per mile, based on the type of vehicle you have
available. You’ll want to use a different name since you might want to get on their
books later. It’s always good to discuss price in person rather than over the phone.
Once you find a company that pay a competitive rate, ask if you can send your
details to them.
A huge benefit to being a courier is the monetary gain. As a self employed courier
you are at liberty to obtain work from a vast variety of sources. This provides the
option to “double up” e.g. carry two separate parcels, for two separate companies to
the same town or city, thereby doubling your money.
Once you have succeeded in securing a delivery, you will usually have around 30
minutes to an hour to driver to the collection point to pick it up. Use this time wisely to
contact other local companies in the area. Inform them where you are travelling to
and offer to carry any additional packages they may have at a reduced rate. By
using this method, they get to make a saving on using another courier and you boost
your profit margins.
Another way of increasing your earnings is to contact courier companies based in the
area that you are travelling out to. This is where you can really boost your profits as
the expenses of your return trip have already been covered by your outbound
journey. Any extra work, back towards your home area will therefore be 100% profit.
We recommend that you offer to carry additional and return loads for between 30-45p
per mile. If you target other business types for work (eg other than courier
companies) you can charge a higher rate per loaded mile at approx 80p-90p.
However, you may have competition so research what other couriers are charging in
your area. You need to remain competitive.
There are no recognised rates that you should charge a private client. This will be at
your own discretion. Most work offered will be one off deliveries as opposed to
regular work and you can therefore provide a quote based on each individual job
rather than a fixed price. For any short distance work required, we would advise that

you charge a minimum call out charge as a 10 mile trip down the road at 60-70p per
mile is hardly worth doing. A £20 call out charge inclusive of 30 miles travelling
would be perfectly acceptable.
If you have to wait at the collection point, make sure you inform the courier company
who gave you the job immediately. This will give them the opportunity to call their
customer to advise there will be waiting charges, this normally speeds things up. You
can at this point negotiate your waiting charges.
Potential Clients Who Will Be Using Your Service
I’m guessing you are wondering who actually uses couriers? It’s dependant on the
requirements of any one individual or company. As a self employed courier, your
work will be sourced from courier companies who pass you overflow work. You can
also obtain work, as mentioned before from private businesses such as publisher,
printers etc.
You could quite comfortably make a good living by simply carrying out ‘overflow work’
for a number of courier businesses; however, if you want to progress your business
and guarantee a more consistent and reliable pay packet then you definitely need to
consider broadening your horizons by expanding your services. By this I mean
completing work for private clients also.
Remember, there’s no rule that saying that you can only work for courier companies.
Assuming that you pursue all the advice in this courier guide you’ll soon be in a
position to secure work at premium rates.
Golden Rules to Remember when Delivering your Courier Service:


As a self employed courier, you need to bear in mind that you are delivering a
service, so therefore you are the ‘product’. You need to try and sell your service
like you would sell a product. However, before you attempt to sell your service,
you need to sell yourself first. To put it simply, likeability is very important. When
people like you, they are more inclined to work with you. Your potential
customers want to know that you are adaptable, and can accommodate their
particular needs.



Make the contact process as simple as possible for both parties’ by ensuring your
details are clearly shown on your business cards or correspondence letters.
Being readily available will mean that potential customers are more inclined to
use your service.



Develop relationships with people and establish your plausibility early on when
communicating with your potential customers. You could do this by showing
potential customers other satisfied customers that you have previously carried
out work for.



Pursue a customer after you have completed a delivery for them; attempt to get
some feedback in regards to whether they were satisfied with your service. If they
were, request their consent to reference their business and testimonial on your
web site. Make them aware that you would like their approval in writing and that
you will pop a letter in the post. Ensure they are comfortable with this before
hand. Clients will usually be more than prepared to offer you this very precious
information; particularly if you’ve have done a great job for them.



Encourage your customers to talk! For example, Let’s assume that you have just
done a delivery for a customer selling CD’s. You delivered the parcel for the
customer on time and then you call some time after to ask if he was satisfied with
the quality of your service.

You may already be aware that customer was satisfied with the quality of your
service, but the aim here is to use this line as a link to say the following…
“Hi John, I’m glad that you were satisfied with my service. I’m always on the look out
for ways to please my customers and talking about customers John, I would really
appreciate it if you could do me a small favour by mentioning my services to some of
your business acquaintances”
“Here’s a few of my business cards, please pass them on. If you do me this favour I’ll
be happy to help if you need anything else in the future. Thanks again John”
You can see here that I have used the customers name a number of times; this is a
deliberate technique. People just love the sound of their own names! It makes it
personal to them.
Think about it, have you ever found yourself in a room bustling with conversation?
You can’t seem to figure out what everyone is saying but the second someone says
your name your all ears?
Calling people by their names will establish a sense of familiarity and they will come
to like you. Using or referring your services will be like referring a friend to their
business acquaintances. Something like:
“Yeah, Chris is a really great guy and he’s always delivered a great service, really
reliable. I can’t fault him as of yet, so make sure you give him a call if you need a
parcel delivering”
If you implement these simple rules, you will eventually nurture a long-term, money
making business for the coming years.
Summary
In this section we have discussed the type of courier work that you should be
focusing on, which is same day deliveries. We’ve also considered your earning
potential along with a selection of golden rules that you could use to nurture your
business into a profitable organisation for the coming years.
Be sure to re-consult this guide to familiarise yourself with these important rules.
Now that I have provided you with some background information in regards to what a
self employed courier does, lets move on to the detailed stuff.

Chapter Two: Getting Started
As a Self Employed Courier you will be operating your new courier business from
your own home, hence saving a significant sum of money maintaining an office. You
definitely will not require an office, so my best advice to you is not to even
contemplate renting an office unit until you have developed a strong, consistent
customer base after a period of around 2 years.
Various costs in regards to setting up an office, leasing vehicles, staff and marketing
along with providing for your family is risky business so don’t overload yourself with
avoidable burdens if your not 110% sure your courier business has the customer
base to adequately sustain your business expenses and living costs.
Money you don’t have to pay out for an office, staff, a new vehicle, or the latest
computer etc, means more money in your pocket at the end of day.
Aim to put aside a minimum of 10% of your monthly income so that when you get to
the point where you do require the money to expand your courier business by
purchasing a larger vehicle, you don’t have to get into debt to get it.
This is basic advice, but you will be thankful for it in the long term and it will keep you
out of a whole lot of trouble in the future. Here’s a list of the essentials you need to
get your courier business up and running:


An allocated workspace in your home where you are able to complete paper
work such as a spare room or even just a corner with a desk and telephone
nearby.



A basic computer and printer to produce your own letter heads, business
cards, correspondence letters, invoices etc. In this guide I have included
some examples of these documents that you can customise for your own
courier business.



Stationary like pens, paper clips, stapler, whole punch, A4 size paper,
calculator, folders for filing your invoices etc, envelopes, stamps, Invoice
Book, ledger etc for your bookkeeping.



National Maps, A -Z’ of the areas you intend to work in.



A Satellite Navigation system.



A Mobile phone capable of picking up instant email, e.g. a blackberry or
iphone etc

Your business cards
These can be purchased for around £10 at most computer stores like PC World,
Dixon’s or online at www.vistaprint.co.uk
You also have the option of designing and creating your business cards yourself;
cheap software that will enable you to do this will be available from most computer
stores.

Your Business card is amongst the most important pieces of information you can
send courier companies when you ask them to put you on their books. Your initial
letter will be kept in an organizer, filed away. However, your business card will be put
in a quick reference card flip folder, amongst all of the others. It is crucial that your
card stands out; you need to outshine the competition! A professionally designed
business card will do exactly this. Remember, same day deliveries are time critical.
When courier companies are looking through business cards to find a driver they are
usually in a hurry, and are going to choose the one that grabs their attention. Make
sure that card is yours.
Below is a sample of a simple but effective business card that will get you noticed:
The key to an
effective business
card is simplicity; but
make sure it contains
all the essential
information that
courier companies
want to know. Try and
keep a small supply
on you at all times just
in case you need to
give a potential private client one of your cards.

On the note of private clients, what ever you do, do not sell your services to clients of
your contracting courier company. Not only is this dishonourable, but it will damage
your reputation by making you appear unprofessional, plus the client may even
inform your contracting company of your reported ‘pitch’.
The only outcome of this is a bad one; you simply won’t be called again to do work
for them.
The success of your business is significantly dependant on the amount of advertising
you do for it. As a general rule – 80% of your time should be devoted to finding new
clients and 20% actually running your business.
So to recap, make sure you have plenty supplies of business cards because when
you find you don’t have any left in front of a new customer, this will give the
impression you have already met everyone you needed to.
Your Introductory Letter/Vehicle Description
When you have put together a list of prospective courier companies you wish to
approach for work in your local area, you will need mail them and introductory letter
along with your business card.
The letter on the following page is a good example of an effective introductory letter.

Your Name Self Employed Courier/Your Road
Your Town/Postcode/Telephone Number
Email: you@yahoo.co.uk

ABC Couriers
Unit 12
12-17 Welford Road
Leicester
LE3 6TY
Date:
Ref: Self employed Courier Available for any type of Work
Dear Courier Controller
My name is [Your Full Name] and I would like to offer my services to your company as a self
employed courier using a white Berlingo van, which is in good condition.
I am available 7 days a week and can cover any part of the UK within short notice. Fully
insured for goods in transit, I can deliver items up to the value of £10,000 safely and securely
with a professional and punctual service as standard.
My vehicle is also fitted with Satellite Navigation which makes for more efficient deliveries.
This will reflect in parcels being delivered well in time and the result will be more happy
customers with your company’s service.
Would it be possible for me to come in and see you to discuss how I can be of service to you
perhaps this week?
I have enclosed my business card and look forward to hearing from you soon. I can be
reached 24/7 on Tel:123456789
Thanking you in advance
Your Name Self Employed Couriers

Side Note – You do not necessarily have to own a Berlingo van. Any fairly reliable
vehicle can be used. Just be sure to mention an accurate description of the vehicle
when you send in the above letter which you can customise.

Communications
A Good Mobile Phone
It’s essential that you have a dependable mobile phone, ideally a Blackberry type
device for instant email alerts. If you have a landline make sure you have a phone
divert function activated on the line when you are not at home so you don’t lose out
on any work that may come your way.
Here’s a word of advice: purchase a cheap second mobile phone and sim card
specifically for business use. This can only mean one thing when it rings, you’ve got
work! Knowing it’s a business call can work to your advantage as since you know the
call is business related, you can put on your ‘professional business tone’ when you
answer.
Communicating in a clear and concise way when you speak to a customer that is
about to offer your work is important. The person is unable to see you so will form
opinions and preconceptions on you based on your tone of voice.
This is what you should do:
Take a deep breath when the phone rings, smile, pick up the phone and then say: Hi
it’s [Your Name] here how can I help you?
Ensure you have a paper and pen at the ready; jot down the callers name, company
name, the time and remember to point out that your available 24/7 just in case they
should need a courier at short notice. Be sure to thank the courier company for
getting back to you and should you call again ask for and mention the callers name.
Hands Free On The Road
As you probably already know, it is against the law to speak on a mobile whilst you
are driving. A large majority of mobiles come with a hands free kit, alternatively you
could invest in a blue tooth headset so that making and receiving calls is a breeze.
If you get caught talking on the phone without a hands free device then you will be
landed with a £60 fine plus 3 points on your license which may cause you issues
when renewing your insurance. At the end of the day, it means less money in your
bank account, so avoid it!
Fax/Photo Copy Machine
Whether it’s a mobile phone or a photo/fax machine, you can get all of this very
cheap in your local classifieds section.
Your local classifieds section is your best bet for getting a great deal if you are
looking to buy any second hand equipment such as a fax machine or perhaps a
mobile. You can purchase a decent Pentium Computer along with a printer and a
desk for brass buttons compared to what you would pay in a normal store. You don’t
need brand new fancy equipment; it just needs to do the job, so be careful when
spending those pennies.

My personal opinion is that a photocopier is a definite ‘must have’. They are very
handy for making copies of important documents such as POD’s and your timesheet;
it’s important to keep a record of these. Usually, most fax machines have this
function as standard.
Don’t feel as though you have to go all out and splurge the cash in your first month,
but if you do have a bit saved up then it is definitely worth investing it in this sort of
thing. It will save you a great deal of time and effort; nipping to your local library for
photocopies on a regular basis can be inconvenient at the best of times.
About Satellite Navigation
Satellite navigation systems can greatly reduce your stress when you’re driving; you
don’t have to fret about getting lost or finding a particular address as this useful
device does that for you. And the best part is (and no it’s not meant to have a
conversation with you when you get lonely on the road!) that instead of having
numerous A-Z manuals, you have just one simple piece of equipment.
Most people tend to find that the TomTom™ or Garmin navigation system are the
best on the market; I personally give them both thumbs up. I remember from my days
as a self employed courier having to find an address in a city I had never been to
before, using a simple map for the area. It was very stressful, wasted a lot of petrol
and my precious time. Getting a sat-nav was the best thing I ever did!
You need to take any satellite navigation system with a pinch of salt; they aren’t
always 100% accurate, so always try to be aware of your surroundings. Stay alert so
that you can pick up on the obvious signs; finding yourself going the wrong way down
a one way street because your satnav told you to is something to avoid.
If you’re strapped for cash you can still get started with box standard maps and
decent computer software such as:


Route 66 (CD ROM)



Autoroute (Windows)



TNT Travel Manager

Or online free of charge at:
https://maps.google.co.uk/
http://www.multimap.com/
http://www.streetmap.co.uk/
These are the most acknowledged sort and can serve as a fantastic aid when
planning your route before your trip. A number of people tend to purchase second
hand laptops primarily for the use of this kind of software; however by doing it this
way, the cost will work out approximately the same as a sat-nav System.

Snoopers
Snoopers are small devices that alert you of the presence of a speed camera. You
may get the occasional false alert around petrol stations and self opening doors but
this will be clear to you at the time. I would definitely get on the bandwagon if I were
you as snoopers can save you money in regards to fines and will save you getting
points on your license.
I live by this philosophy: “Get what ever you can that will save you m one y or
m ake you m one y”.
A snooper typically costs around £150; but if you shop around you could probably
find a better deal, it tends to depend on what model you go for. However, for the time
being, be wary of your speed, the occasional slip-up can cost you.
Road Angels
Road angels are pretty pricy but are well worth the money if you can afford it. These
fantastic devices warn you of camera and black sports all over the UK. At £359 they
can cost you an arm and leg, but perhaps when your business starts making some
money, you could reinvest your profits in this kind of technology.
Being cautious and planning carefully can save you a lot of money in the long run
because when all is said and done, getting fines and tickets will not help you build a
successful courier business.
Vehicle Requirements and Insurance
Obviously, the vehicle you decide to use plays a fundamental role in your business
and is a key factor in determining how much money you are going to make. Although
it is perfectly feasible to get by using your own car in the short term, if you are serious
about building a career from this type of work then I highly recommend that you
consider upgrading to a small van as soon as possible.
This portrays a far more professional image to your customers; they will know you
mean business! Also a bigger vehicle broadens the income opportunities that are
available to you; which in plain English means you will make more money.
Talking from experience, the ideal vehicle for you would be a small box van such as a
Citroen Berlingo or Renault Kangoo. This will help to maximise the amount of work
available to you.
A large majority of the deliveries sub contracted out to owner drivers is of a small
parcel/packet variety but dependent on its contents and fragility this may, in certain
circumstances, be strapped on to a pallet. A small box van will have the capacity to
hold a standard pallet. However, a car cannot take a pallet, which significantly limits
the work that you are able to carry out.
Many people do start up in their own car. This is perfectly feasible to start with and
can easily be upgraded to a van once your business is on its feet and you have

work/money rolling in on a regular basis. If you decide to use a car, ideally it would be
no older than six years and obviously need to be clean, reliable and presentable.
You will find that 50% of the time, you will only be delivering an envelope or single
parcel. This makes it perfectly practical to get by with a car (especially a hatchback or
estate). Using your own car is also a good way to test the waters before you take the
plunge. You won’t be making a big investment by purchasing a van and it will allow
you to get some experience; see if you actually like working for yourself!
However, it would be wise to look into van purchase/leasing as this will maximise your
potential for gaining work/deliveries as some courier companies will only consider van
drivers.
A popular choice for a courier usually when they have gained some experience and
are earning a regular income, is to either lease or contract hire a vehicle. Try and
shop around though to get the best deal, and check the small print; a good deal may
be too good to be true.
You will be covering high mileage as a courier. Make sure you are aware of any
restrictions on mileage or of any high penalty clauses for early termination of your
contract, otherwise you will find your self in a sticky situation if the lease doesn’t work
out for you.
If you are going to lease/contract hire, then you usually need 3 upfront rentals as
standard, followed by a fixed monthly payment for the required amount of time. The
great thing about this option is that your vehicle will usually always prove reliable; the
hire will usually include maintenance, and if anything goes wrong the van is often fixed
quickly and free of charge. Also you won’t have to worry yourself about vehicle
depreciation; it’s not your problem as it’s not your van.
Whether using a car or van, it is important to bare in mind two key pointers: reliability
and cost efficiency. The last thing you want is for your car/van to be off the road for a
week getting repaired. You will have to turn down work for all the wrong reasons and
will lose a considerable amount of money.
Also, you need to keep your costs to a minimum. Saving every penny you can on fuel
will increase your profit margins. Many new vans now come with a 100,000 mile, 3
year warranty. This is an option well worth considering once your up and running.
There is the option of charging more per mile to your client if you are using a larger
vehicle (i.e. transit size van) or have a specialist vehicle (i.e. refrigerated van.)
However, you really need to do your research before you splash out on something like
this; you would need to find out the size of the market, whether its worth investing in
and if its declining/growing.
As previously mentioned, the majority of work sub contracted out to owner drivers
tends to be of the small packet/ parcel variety. As a great deal of courier work
available is of this nature, a larger, more expensive vehicle may not be to your
advantage.

However, having said that, it is worth remembering that you can fit a small item in a
large van but you cannot fit a large item in a small van. Therefore a large van provides
excellent flexibility when looking for return loads. You’re coming home anyway, so fuel
is not an issue as you can take on most loads from multiple pallets or just an
envelope.
Finally, a good compromise is a midi van such as a Citroen Dispatch or Peugeot
Expert. This type of van can carry 2 pallets up to 1000 kg and run almost as
economically as a small van such as a Citroen Berlingo.
It can be worth looking into converting a petrol vehicle to LPG (liquid propane gas),
this can be done on the cheap. At the moment you can expect to travel about 50%
further for the same cost as ordinary fuel. There is a government backed initiative that
allows you to claim back part of the cost of conversion. LPG vehicles are also
EXEMPT from the London Congestion charging scheme and presumably any other
city charging scheme that may be introduced in the future. So all in all, this small
investment could save you a fair bit of cash in the long run despite the initial cost.
A wise choice is a diesel van. Although this does cost more to run than an LPG
vehicle, the diesel engine is likely to last considerably longer than a petrol/ LPG
equivalent. Expect to get up to 250,000 miles or more!
Congestion Charges
You also need to take into consideration congestion charges when quoting for
deliveries in central London (£10); you need to pass these charges on to the client so
be sure to factor them into your quotation.
Be sure to always pay your congestion charge otherwise you may end up with a PCN
(Penalty Charge Notice) through your letterbox. These are £60 if paid within 14 days,
but can be £120 if not. The longer you leave it, the more you will have to pay. So be
proactive and avoid them in the first place! Getting fines isn’t a smart way to run a
business.
When calculating a quote for a long distance run, be sure to check the route for any
toll roads or extra costs involved. It will be worth your while as these can be forwarded
to the customer which is less cash out of your pocket.
Courier Insurance
It is absolutely vital that you have the correct type of vehicle insurance otherwise you
will be breaking the law. As a self employed driver, it is your responsibility to ensure
that you have the right type of insurance. You must make sure that your insurance
certificate actually states that you have cover for courier use. The wording will usually
say “carriage of goods for hire and reward.” A “business use” policy will not be
sufficient for courier work so read the print carefully. It’s will be your neck on the line
if you don’t have the correct insurances in place so make sure you look at the
following types of insurance cover:


COURIER INSURANCE- for your vehicle. Nearly all mainstream insurers will
not cover you for this type of insurance and even those that do are often
pricey.



G.I.T.- Goods in Transit cover. You need to insure the goods you are
carrying against loss or damage. This insurance is optional, however most
courier companies will insist that you have it before they use your services. A
set of terms and conditions of carriage can be found at the end of this section.



PUBLIC LIABILITY INSURANCE- This is optional but does cover you
against any potentially costly legal bills.

Important: As with all insurances, prices can vary dramatically dependent on
individual circumstances e.g. driving history, age, area etc. High Street insurers often
do not cover couriers or if they do, premiums are often high. We would always advise
approaching a specialist insurer for a quotation.
We have negotiated preferential insurance rates for couriers. We can arrange a
quote for Vehicle & Goods in Transit cover.
For a quote call 0871 474 5665.
Motor Insurance
All motor vehicles in the UK are now registered on the Motor Insure Database. The
MID holds the following details:The type of cover i.e. TPFT, Comprehensive.
The driver limitations i.e. insured only driving.
Named drivers: any driver with age restriction.
The use of the vehicle; this will show whether or not you have courier use.
There is no question of a ‘producer’ the police can now prosecute on the spot. The
MID catches out one driver every three minutes according to research. You do not
want to be one of those people.





Goods in Transit Insurance (GIT)
The most important part of this cover is that you have Terms and Conditions of
carriage. For example if you fail to point out to a customer you only have insurance of
£10,000 and they ask you to deliver a package worth £20,000 which becomes
damaged in transit, your insurers may perhaps settle £10,000 but the customer will
sue for the balance as you have failed to provide written terms and conditions. The
court will award the claim against you. (A simple set of terms and conditions as
attached will save all this). Most importantly show your level of insurance cover on
this. There are also various limitations within a goods in transits policy; the cheapest
cover could cause you problems.
A set of terms and conditions can be found in this guide. They are there to protect
you and act as a formal agreement between you and your customer (the courier
company).

Public Liability Insurance
This covers you against any expensive legal bill that you may incur if someone has
an accident near or at delivery point. For example, someone may bump into if they
didn’t see you carrying goods into a building; your view may have been blocked by
what you were carrying. Irrelevant of the scenario, if someone gets hurt your
protected against any damages they may claim.
Always comply with anything that is legally required and always consider anything
optional. It might seem like a waste of money especially if you don’t end up needing
it, but its worth it in the long run. You can rest easy knowing your ready for anything
that may come your way. Take my word for it, it will save you a great deal of stress
and bring a fantastic sense of security.
How To Get Started
The key factor to succeeding in any new venture is planning and preparation. Courier
companies will be searching for professional courier drivers who are running their
service to a high standard. There is a huge difference between a self employed
courier operating a professional, reliable service and a courier that simply knows how
to drive from A to B (so make sure you not the latter type). This will be reflected in the
level of work offered so it is important that you get set up properly. This guide
provides the tried and tested framework for making the initial contact with the courier
companies and obtaining a place on their books as a regular driver.
Finding contacts
If there aren’t any clients there isn’t any business! So your first step is to find them.
As a courier you will need to get on the books of Courier Companies local to your
area. This means any company operating within a 30 mile radius from where you
live.
You can make a start on this by looking through your local directories under courier
companies or delivery services. If you have internet access go to a search engine
such as Google.
Type in the area or postcode and this will display a list of services in that area.
Repeat this at:


www.yell.com



www.touchlocal.com

• www.thomweb.co.uk
Enter the list into a spreadsheet if you have this kind of software, or on a standard
word document. This will allow the information to be organized and accessible. It’s
very important that you keep an eye on who you have contacted and when; this will
allow your initial contact with courier companies seem personal and professional.

Once you have all your contacts, shortlist courier companies that you intend to
contact. You will need to purchase a cheap but functional diary so you can jot down
responses, including who you spoke to, when they called and the courier company
they are from. Also remember to get some professional business cards printed.
It’s all pretty intense stuff, but don’t let that dampen your spirit because it will all pay
off once you get that first phone call requesting you to come for a chat to review
availability and your vehicle.
Finally and most importantly, log into our members area regularly and look at current
adverts from courier companies who are looking for owner drivers.
If you don’t have internet access…
If you do not have the luxury of readily available internet access at your fingertips
then you can do it the old fashioned way by opening your yellow pages/Thompson’s
Local Directory and jotting down a list of courier companies within a 30 mile radius of
your home.
To make life easier for you, it’s a good idea to enter the names and addresses of the
companies into a spreadsheet, or perhaps a word document, as previously
mentioned. This allows effortless retrieval when you need them for printing address
labels; unless you choose to have them handwritten.
Obviously it’s not going to be an issue if you decide to write the addresses by hand.
In fact, this tends to be the preferred option for courier companies. It shows you have
put in time and effort with gives it a personal feel.
A word of advice is to make sure your handwriting is neat and perfectly interpretable;
if yours isn’t great then ask a friend or family member to do it for a tenner, im sure
they will be more than willing.
Sourcing Private Customers:
Building a new business requires initiative and a whole lot of drive. Although the main
source of work will come from local courier companies it is well worth introducing
your service to other local businesses. Although these may not provide regular work
most businesses will, at some time or other, require a one off delivery to be made. It
all adds up.
You need to think about what type of business it is before you make contact and how
you should market yourself given the nature of the company. For example, a
colourful flyer on a garage’s notice board may be more effective than a letter or
business card sent by post.
Visit local industrial estates, garages, solicitors etc and introduce yourself. Make your
face known. This is far more likely to initiate a response than a letter. If the need
arises for a courier they will remember you popping in and having a joke far more
than the letter that somehow found its way to their waste paper bin or under a coffee
cup.

Letters and business cards would be more appropriate to solicitors, accountants etc.
A template flyer/business card can be found further in the guide.
You should not attempt to deal with both Courier Companies and Private clients all at
once. You’re a one man ship, remember that!
Get in touch with the courier companies prior to private; it will allow you to learn and
get some true experience in the business before you branch out your services.
To begin with take what in you can in regards to jobs; they may not be very profitable
but the experience is invaluable at this stage. As you get to know the courier
companies, start to filter out the unimportant and low paying jobs. Driving around
doing little jobs for £20 wont be any where near as financially rewarding as doing a
long £280 run.
Once your work becomes regular and your have settled into a routine, start thinking
about focusing some of your efforts on private clients; that’s if you have any more
free time to take on extra deliveries. Just visit the potential private client at their
premises and enquire about their need for couriers and who they are currently using.
You will most likely end up having this conversation with the receptionist or various
desk staff. Try to be gracious and friendly; after all, these people can really hamper
your efforts is they do not think you are genuine. Let them know that you are
attempting to build your own courier business and that you would be very grateful if
they could put you in touch with the relevant person in regards to putting forward your
services to the company.
If you succeed in obtaining their co-operation they will do two valuable things for you:
1. They will give you the right name of the individual managing parcel deliveries
or the companies post room.
2. They will attempt to give you as much assistance as possible because you
were genuine.
It will definitely work to your advantage if you manage to get hold of the name of the
person in charge before you offer any kind of proposition to them. You will find that
personalisation goes a long way and is much more effective than the generic title of
‘Post Room Manager’.
These businesses get an awful lot of unsolicited mail that usually gets thrown in with
the rest of the rubbish, so it’s important that your letter attracts their attention; using a
persons name will do exactly this.
Quick Tip! Every time you make your initial correspondence to a company, be sure
to tell them that you offer good rates and can save them money. Not only are you
reliable, flexible and available at short notice, but you also offer account Facilities as
part of your service
Let’s review all the key elements so that you can recognise why they are vital to point
out to potential private clients:



Save Money

The primary aim of any company is to make money; saving on spending therefore
helps to achieve this. Informing them that you can save them money will instantly
engage their attention. For example, Tesco uses a similar tactic with their customers
by telling them how much they can save if they shop there instead of Asda. So we
know it’s a tried and tested method that is successful.


Parcels Delivered Nation Wide

Using this small phrase straight after you let them know you can save them money
can make your business appear quite substantial. By saying ‘Nationwide’ you are
suggesting that you are a sizeable business; little do they know its all run by one
person, you! These companies want to feel like their in safe hands, with a company
who is professional and reliable.
Also remember to use the word ‘I’ very carefully. ‘We’ supports the idea that your
organisation is large and professional, and if you have a secretary/partner, that
validates the use of this. Sneaky but if you can get away with it, then why not?


Reliable Service

The next step is to inform the client of your reliability; there’s very little point having
cheap rates if your service is not quite up to scratch. At the end of the day the client
would rather pay more for a reliable service, than pay less for a disappointing one.


Fully Insured

When you have covered the previous points, be sure to add information regarding
your insurance. Tell them that you have full Courier Insurance and then be sure to
add the value of your GIT cover. Most couriers tend to have cover up to £25000. I
recommend a minimum of £10,000.


Willing to be Flexible

Flexibility is a very valuable trait in a courier; if you want to secure a contract, try and
meet the customer’s needs in every way. For example, a client may want you to carry
goods of a higher value than you are insured for; if you were flexible you would
discuss the issue and reach an understanding whereby you pass the cost on to them
at a discount. Flexibility may come at a price, but it will allow you to reap rewards in
the long run.


Account Facilities

This will definitely earn you some brownie points! Businesses are always
experiencing cash flow issues, and by offering them a 7, 14 or 30 day account facility
you would be doing them a huge favor. However, be selective when offering this
kind of service, you don’t want to provide it for everyone. Ensure that the customer
has a good reputation and is able to supply you with some decent runs.

So there you have the basic elements your letter needs to incorporate in order to get
the attention of customers. Emphasising all of these benefits will increase the
likelihood of a response.
Classified Advertising
Basically this is a way of advertising your services to private customers via a local
newspaper. However, be careful as this can get rather pricy and there isn’t really
much need for it as you should be able to generate enough work through your short
list of 100 courier companies. Nevertheless, if your do feel that you want a little extra
publicity, then I recommend that you read the following section carefully as it will
provide you with some golden advice that will make your ad persuasive.
Example Advert:
RELIABLE COURIER AVAILABLE
Nationwide delivery service. Fully
insured and available within 1 hour
of your call. For a quick quote call
07800 123456. Call Now!

The example advert is 25 words exactly; the going rate per word is around £1.10, but
can vary from publication to publication.
This is standard for an ad in your local paper; you do not need to consider national
papers as you can’t really collect goods from customers on a national scale within
half an hour!
Let’s break the ad down and look at its various components…
”Reliable Courier Available”
Keep your titles short, concise and compelling; the title instantly tells the reader the
most important bits of information and determines whether they proceed to read or
move on. This title tells the potential customer that you are a self employed courier,
reliable and available.
If you were to read this ad as a client it would tell you that the advertiser is reliable
and likely to be cheaper than the larger commercial courier companies which means
that’ this person is offering you the opportunity to save money. Bear in mind that
businesses are always looking to save, as mentioned earlier on, so they will be
looking out for this in your advert.
“Available” – this tells the reader that anytime they need you, you will be there.
The Body Text:
“Nationwide delivery service. Fully insured and available within 30
minutes of calls placed!”

This instantly informs the reader of three crucial things; that you offer nationwide
deliveries, have all the relevant insurances and can respond to a request for
deliveries within 30 minutes.
This ad is particularly effective as it communicates all the benefits of your service
clearly to the reader. It also emphasises the most important feature, which is your
guarantee to pick up goods within a 30 minute period.
As the Sameday industry has a time critical nature, the quicker that you can get a
parcel from A to B the better; by including small time frame in your ad you’re showing
the customer that you recognise this.
Now to ensure the potential client follows you up you include the ‘call to action’;
”For quick quote call 07800 123456 Call Now!”
Using the words ‘Quick Quote’ suggests to the customer that they do not have a
commitment to follow the quote through if they do not wish to do so.
The phrase ‘Call Now’ is technically referred to as a call to action and is used
extensively in advertising. Its purpose is to literally tell the customer what you wish
them to do.
Remember to use this call to action in all of your ads, it may seem very simple, buts
it’s very effective.
Here’s some more examples of call to actions signs:
* Buy Now!
* Order Now!
* Call Now!
* Click Here Now!
* Sent for Info Now!
* Subscribe Now!
Be sure to include these and swamped with requests for quotations.
3 Insider Secrets to getting Courier Companies to give you work fast!
Wouldn’t it be fantastic if you had courier companies calling you for work pretty much
every day of the week? Well, we have decided to include what we like to call ‘insider
secrets’ which will get you well on your way.
The main reason why many owner drivers find it difficult to obtain work is because
they don’t have a clue about the how to market their service; they don’t understand
marketing concepts.
You might be asking yourself, how do I get a higher response rate from my
introductory letters? Your answer here is to ensure that your letter is compelling yet

unique. You need to stand out from the crowd and show these courier companies
why you’re different.
Here's How To Do That:
Insider Secret #1 Replacing the traditional white envelope with a coloured one (Yellow or light blue are
ideal choices) and using the name of someone who works in the company will allow
your letter to stand out from the mass of others. Also remember to handwrite the
address of the courier company; a little bit of personalisation and effort can go a long
way.
It may seem like simple advice but it really works; being different will get you spotted.
Also, use a first class stamp; if the post room staff thinks its spam it’ll just end up in
the bin, at the end of the day it’s not their problem and it makes life easier for them.
Insider Secret #2 Make sure you put a cheap pen in to the envelope to make it seem bulky. This will
spark some interest and you know they won’t be able to resist opening it! Curiosity
gets the best of most people. You should also consider popping a stick it note on to
the letter it self detailing a short message; something along the lines of…
"I wanted to make sure you have a pen to hand so you can write my number down! I look forward to being of service to your company in the near future"
The great thing about this technique is that it is very unique. People love free stuff
even if it is just a pen; they also like to see that you have made an effort, and if this
doesn’t indicate your enthusiasm then I don’t know what will! The trick is to ensure
that it’s personal and NON-commercial at all costs.
Insider Secret #3 - Golden Rule: Never, and I mean NEVER send a letter without one
of your business cards. A: It’s unprofessional and B: your supposed to be handing
everything to them on a silver platter! Don’t give them an excuse not to call; make it
easy for them to give you a ring.
If this is already a rule that you already adhere to, then good for you. BUT im about to
give you another small tip, and I tell you, if you use this in conjunction with the rest of
the advice, you will have them hooked.
Basically, you need to write a quick note on the reverse of your business card,
addressed to the relevant contact person, detailing a short message along the lines
of this…
"Hi James, Thank you for having a look at the enclosed letter, I'll be calling you on
Thursday around 3pm just to confirm you received everything. You just never know
with the postal service at times - Have a nice Day – [Your Name Here]
Make sure that you give your contact a ring after 4 days of sending the letter; they
will be ready and waiting for your call as your originality and effort would have stuck

in their mind. Not everyone sends a letter with a pen, stick note, coloured envelope
and a special little message at the back of a business card!
Now, you’re not actually calling to see if they received your letter… little white lie.
You’re calling to schedule an appointment so that you can get in there and introduce
yourself before the rest of the competition do!
Take it from us, it works very well.
Identifying Your Best Potential Customers
If you get this whole process right, it will save you a whole lot of time and agro. You
need to be able to separate the real money earners from the time wasters.
You will find that as a courier you will carry out work for a number of different
companies. It’s always sods law that you are offered a well paid long run whilst
carrying out a low paid job for a different client.
Here’s the dilemma; if you have accumulated a large number of low paying
customers, then you are going to either disappoint/lose the high paying ones, and
that most definitely is not going to work in your favour.
Look at it this way; it’s quite like choosing friends. You could hang out with those
whose lack of drive isn’t getting them anywhere soon, or you can spend time with
those who will help you grow both as a person and in business.
When choosing clients to approach for work, you must use what’s called scalability.
In other words, you need to measure your potential clients up against a certain set of
criteria to see if they make the final cut.
The following system has been developed to avoid loosing the money earning clients
due to carrying out other jobs that are no where near as profitable.
Just so you know, you do have the power to lay off customers if they aren’t making
you enough money. We’ll discuss the traits of a doomed customer relationship further
on the guide. But for the time being lets consider the characteristic traits of a star
customer.
First and foremost you need to look at the company type; to make things simple, we
are starting with private companies. Courier companies come into the equation a little
later on.
Here’s The Qualifying Criteria When Scouting For Star Potential Clients .
1. Ensure that the company you intend on contacting is well established with a
absolute minimum of 3-5 staff. If you don’t know how many employees the
business had then just do a little research; take a look at their website and look
for their ‘About’ page. If this proves unsuccessful then just give them a ring and
ask them straight out. It really is crucial that you find out as it will provide you with
a true reflection of the companies work load, and will therefore give you and idea
of how much work you could potentially obtain from them.

Ultimately, you need to obtain clients who tend to use a sameday service on a
regular basis, around 2-3 times per week. Like I said, the size of the company is the
most important; you need someone who’s going to put money in your pocket more
than once a week!
Let’s consider the type of businesses that are most likely to use you more than once
a week.
To start with I want to familiarise you with CD Duplication businesses. We know of
many self employed couriers in the London area who have had work most days from
these companies. Despite this, work load varies depending on where you live.
However, I’m sure you that you are likely to get work about 3 times a week from
them, regardless which area of the country you live in.
The reasoning behind this is that this type of industry specialises in a service that is
very much in demand, hence the requirement for couriers almost every working day.
Depending on your van size, you could be requested to take anything from a few
boxes of CD’s to a few pallet loads. It varies with the type of client the company is
asking you to deliver to.
The secret here is to review the pattern of activities performed by the business you
want to work for. This may seem glaringly obvious but so many couriers are wide of
the mark with this. The point of being in business is too make more than you pay out;
learn this by heart. To achieve this you need to obtain as much work as possible from
anywhere and everywhere; so many couriers fail to do this, they limit themselves by
only bothering with courier companies. This is the equivalent to leaving money on the
table, private clients are very much still an untapped source of work.
The second type of business we want you to familiarise your self with is Printing
companies. They print business cards, menu’s, leaflets etc, you get the picture. The
point is that they are busy every day as their service is in constant demand.
Businesses always need professional printing.
So you can be sure that printing and graphic design companies are a good match for
long term contracts. Again, the key here is to look at recurring activities performed by
the company. Is the type of service or product they provide of such that it’s needed
on a regular basis by their clients?
So you can be sure that printing companies are an open and shut case for long term
contracts. Yet again, you need to look at the recurring activities of the business. Is
the nature of their business one that would require your services regularly?
The next sort of business we are going to discuss is publishing companies; the
primary purpose of these businesses is to produce prints for advertising agencies
etc. Advertising is an ongoing process for many businesses, hence why publishing
companies are a good source of long term work.
The companies that I have mentioned so far may already use overnight couriers on a
regular basis. It’s important that you include this as part of the service that you offer
to clients. You need to do your homework in this area and do some nosing around.

Check out what your competition are charging for this type of service and then alter
their rates accordingly before you offer this service.
Now, there is one last company type I want to make you acquainted with, however
this is only for those of you who are lucky enough to own a transit van. Any business
handling Bio-Degradable waste could be worth approaching. These companies
provide the filler material that goes in between packages and their boxes. You can
find these people by doing a bit of research on the internet or by asking local
packaging companies.
Any company that works in manufacturing is also one to look out for as their activities
are recurring, which means that they are an ideal candidate to approach.
I could go on for ages listing different types of company, but I you have got the
general idea by now. So to sum up the qualifying criteria for private companies again
you need to look at the following points:
1. How many members of staff does the company have?
2. What type of activity does the company perform?
3. Is the activity the company is performing a recurring one?
4. Do they provide small to large volumes of work?
The other type of client we want to discuss is Courier Companies; you need to learn
how to separate the worth while ones from the time wasters.
Your key target companies would be sameday companies as opposed to next day
companies. I.E. City Sprint as opposed to Parcel Force. As previously pointed out,
you need to look on http://www.yell.com and search for courier companies within a
30 mile radius. Also take a look in our members area.
Once you have your list comprised you need to compare them to your ‘Star Prospect’
qualifying criteria which can be found below.
1. Does the company have a website?
A website is a strong indication that the customer has regular clients and are
professional nature.
2. If so, do they specify how many vehicles/employees they have?
As a general rule, more vehicles tends to indicate that they have regular work and
plenty of it. This is definite green light; they probably have overspill work which
presents you with an opportunity to offer your services as a self employed courier.
A lot of staff is definitely a sign for the go ahead! It means that they can ‘afford’ to pay
people to work for them, which is a good thing for you.

3. Are they situated in an industrial area/business park?
If their premises are in a business park/industrial area, then this could well work to
your advantage. They have other businesses all around them, which can only mean
one thing…overspill work and lots of it!
4. Do they specialise in just courier services or do they offer private hire
services as well?
Some courier companies also offer a private hire service too; in case you hadn’t
already guessed it basically means a taxi service that is booked in advance. Usually
if they have branched out to private hire then they aren’t worth the effort. The owners
are probably desperate to increase their income hence why they have resorted to
private hire. It means they don’t need your services and most likely can’t afford you
anyway.
Not every company will be a great match so use this simple criteria to determine who
is "worthy" of your services.
Now that you know how to identify star prospects, visit yell.com or touchlocal.com
and gather the details of all the potential customers in your area starting with a long
list of private companies that matches your qualifying criteria.
Not every company you find will tie in nicely with your criteria, therefore it’s crucial
that you shortlist so you can find ideal potential customers.
What you need to do is construct a chart either via a spreadsheet or pen and paper.
You need to list all your companies against their attributes, and then compare each
company with one another.
For example, company X has 4 vehicles whereas company Y has 6. This information
suggests that Y could offer you more work and is therefore a likely candidate. It’s a
very tactical way to find your star prospects rather than just taking a wild guess. By
the end of this process you will left with a nice little list that will translate into profits
soon enough.
Visiting a Courier Company:
First impressions are everything, so your first visit to a company will play a vital role
in determining their decision as to whether to put you on their books. The controller is
going to take into account not only the way you present yourself but also the
appearance of your vehicle, so make sure your both scrubbed up well! Also ensure
you are well mannered and maintain a good attitude throughout the visit. Remember,
although you will be operating as self-employed, you will be representing their
company name on any deliveries sub-contracted to you.
A messy and unkempt appearance will only hinder your efforts; it just doesn’t portray
a professional image, nor will a grubby vehicle. A smart pair of trousers and a polo
shirt will do just fine.

At this first meeting you need to establish a) if there is your service is of interest to
them and b) the rate per mile that the company is prepared to pay.
Payment is usually worked out at a set price per mile.
The current national average you can expect to be paid from a courier company is
60-70p per mile. This is based on using a car or small van. However, at this early
stage the most important factor is to get on the books of the Courier Companies. I
would suggest you accept any work offered above the 50p mark. A higher rate can
be negotiated once you have proved your reliability and built up a client base of
several contacts. Refer to Earning Potential later in the guide.
Operating Your Service:
Once you have established a client base and are on the books of the courier
companies it is important to operate a professional and reliable service. Word of
mouth plays an important role within the industry and if you can build a reputation of
providing an efficient service you will build up a sound client base.
The later sections of the guide will provide the framework on how to operate your
service and covers every aspect of running your service from finding custom, making
deliveries, invoicing, book keeping etc.
Summary
Throughout this chapter we have discussed the following aspects; the gear you need
to get up and running, where to find potential clients and how to run a simple yet
effective classified ad. We have also reviewed how to identify the best types of
clients; the ones that are going to make you a whole lot of money and support your
business for years to come.
This should all make sense to you and now the balls in your court; you need to apply
your new knowledge. This is basic stuff, but you may need to look back every now
again to jog your memory.

Chapter 3: Quoting, Securing Work, Invoicing & Accounts
Once you are placed on the courier company books as an owner driver, they will
contact you as and when they have work available.
Courier Companies often accept jobs from customers before they have even found a
driver. This means that once they have accepted a job the clock starts ticking; they
may have as little as an hour to cover it and get it picked up.
Follow these tips to maximise the chance of getting work:1)
Even if you plan to operate a part time service (eg a couple of days a week) it
is best to market yourself as available full time. A controller will place those drivers
with the maximum hours of availability at the top of his contact list as it is most likely
that they will be available for the delivery. It is best to encourage as much work as
possible. If you are unavailable simply say that you are booked out to another
Courier Company that day. It’s better to have more work than you can handle than
not enough.
2) If a Courier Company calls you to obtain a quote for a particular job it
is wise, wherever possible, to provide a price whilst they are still on the phone. If you
go away to work out a price and say you will ring them back in fifteen minutes you
can almost certainly guarantee that they will use that 15 minutes to ring round other
drivers. Their main concern at this point is to confirm your availability and delivery
price as quickly as possible.
If you are at home and have internet access log on to www.maps.google.co.uk. This
will give you the accurate mileage between two addresses and therefore allow you to
calculate a price for the job. Simply multiply the distance with your current rate per
mile eg 100 miles x 60p.
It would be a good idea to invest some time in compiling a distance chart using a
small notebook. Use the Google maps to find out the distance between your
hometown and major towns and cities within the UK. Write these down inside your
notebook. This will act as a quick guide to base quotes on if you receive a call from a
courier company whilst out in your vehicle. Remember, in some instances if you
cannot provide an instant quotation you could lose the job. However, you can always
ask them how many miles the job is which will allow you to provide a rough quote
quickly.
3) Once you have secured a delivery do use the time before the pick-up effectively.
Either call, email or fax other courier companies to offer a reduced price on any
deliveries to the area you are travelling. This will benefit both the courier company
(discounted price) and you (extra profit). Ideally if you have a partner to do this for
you, it would be much easier.
Carrying Out Deliveries
Your introduction and attitude will have convinced a Courier Company to offer you
work. It is how well you carry out that delivery which will now determine how often
they actually give you work in the future. A courier company will be looking for a
professional courier who knows the importance of providing a smooth service right
through from the initial booking to the invoicing of any work carried out. So make sure
you tick all of these boxes!

A Courier Company will expect you to know the procedures of delivery inside out and
therefore will not offer any training etc. It is down to you to familiarise yourself with
set requirements and go that one extra mile to make your service stand out from that
of the competition. Follow these guidelines on deliveries to provide a service that is a
cut above the rest:
1)
Firstly be prepared. Make sure your vehicle is clean and presentable at all
times. You should carry straps and bungee cords along with blankets etc to protect
the consignment. It is your responsibility to ensure that the goods are loaded safely
and securely.
2)
Make double sure that you take down all the relevant information needed at
time of booking. You will need the controllers name and contact details, and the full
address for pick-up and delivery. Never make presumptions. You may have been
booked to carry a small parcel only to find that on collection it has been strapped to a
pallet. Asking the initial questions at time of booking will avoid confusion and
potential for delays.
3)
Remember! The company from where you pick up a parcel will
more than likely be the original customer e.g. the client needing the delivery to be
made. Your customer however, is the courier company who gave you the work.
Should you arrive at a pick-up point to find any deviation from what the controller has
booked, you should telephone through to the controller before loading your vehicle.
Examples include: arriving to find fewer/more parcels than you were asked to collect
or given different delivery instructions at the pick-up point. You take instruction from
the controller only. If unsure make contact otherwise its your neck on the line.
4)
The Controller is the key person in the chain and the single person to decide
on using you on a regular basis. It is therefore important to build a good relationship
with them. Successful communication is the key. Do not leave the controller guessing
on your progress. Ring or text once your vehicle is loaded and on-route to give an
estimated time of arrival, inform of any delay as and when they happen, query any
deviation from original booking and ALWAYS ring the controller once the delivery has
been made.
5)
Obtain a proof of delivery. You may be given delivery notes by the Courier
Company that has supplied the work. This is basically paper confirmation that a
delivery has been made, the date and time and a signature confirming receipt.
Delivery books can be purchased from any stationary store or you can make your
own on your pc. A template can be found further in the guide.
Getting work from ‘courierexpert.co.uk’
This website is designed for owner drivers looking for courier work.
Below are the advantages of being a member of the ‘mycouierexpert.co.uk’ website.
Below are the advantages of being a member of the courier exchange:
 Instant sameday goods to move alerts direct to your Smartphone
 Helps to minimise ‘Dead Mileage’
 Economy jobs you can bid on
 Work directly from customer
 Low fees and less tie in’s compared to other alternatives

You can be given work by the means of an instant email. Courier Expert post
available jobs on the website and by instant email, if you’re on the ball you can put
yourself forward for the job and hopefully secure it.
It’s very easy to subscribe, just visit us online at www.courierexpert.co.uk and sign
up, if you have not done so already
Bookkeeping, VAT and Taxes
Below are four key suggestions for starting your business if you’re a bit hard up.
1. Set a start up budget of £500 and stick to it!
You don’t really need anymore than this for the basics such as a decent second hand
desk, some stationary and even a good second hand computer, printer etc.
2. Golden Rule – A penny saved is a penny earned; it says without going, the less
money you spend in the first place setting up the more your going to make in regards
to profits.
The higher your cash outlay to begin with, the longer its going to take to make a profit
as you need to break even with your start up costs before you can make any money.
Begin with the basics and expect to make a profit sooner.
3. Run your business from your own home and put some luxuries on hold so you
can obtain essential resources. I know that I have already pointed this out but I
thought it best to readdress this. Whatever you do don’t hire office space; you may as
well chuck your money down the toilet if you’re going to do this. It’s an unnecessary
expense.
Using your own home is much more feasible to start with as it means you do not
have to pay out any extra cash. If you want to give it more of a professional, business
vibe then put something like the following in your address.
---------------------------------------- Johns Courier Service, Suite 001
123 Fake Street
Leeds
LE9 5YT
United Kingdom
---------------------------------------There’s absolutely no problem with doing this; you’re not being deceptive, just
creative. It has all your essential information but appears to be a business address.
You can call it Suite B or Suite 12; anything you want as long as it looks and sounds
professional. You are a business; therefore there is nothing wrong with acting like
one.
4. Take advantage of the resources that you already have
Don’t underestimate what you have lying around the house as it could come in very
handy! Do you have much in the way of stationary? Or perhaps there’s an old printer
lying around? Make the most of everything you have as it could slash your start up
costs significantly.

Bookkeeping
In our experience this is the one reasons that tend to deter people from becoming
self-employed. In actual fact there is nothing complicated to bookkeeping. It is as
simple as keeping a daily diary and maintaining a chequebook.
You can either do it the old fashioned way with standard pen and paper or on the
computer. Both work equally well, it’s up to you to decide which method you prefer.
Visit your bank and open a business account. This will allow you to keep all business
transactions separate from your personal finances and therefore keep bookkeeping
to its simplest form.
So first and foremost, we will demonstrate a method by which you can arrange your
receipts, invoices, expenses and incomes on paper, and then how to create a similar
format on a computer. Recording you business finances on paper as well as on your
computer may well prove favourable if your computer crashes or if you loose your
files, technology can be unreliable at the best of times.
It is crucial that you back up your files on a regular basis, by which I mean every time
you add or amend documents. You need your records to be accurate and up to date.
You will soon discover that it actually feels good to know what’s going on in your
business; being organised will give you a sense of control. It’s useful to know when
bills need to be paid, how much you have in the bank and how much you need to pay
out to avoid unfavourable consequences. Late payments do not got down well and
will damage your relationship with that particular person/company.
Quick Tip: Purchase a cheap clip board from your local stationary shop and take this
with you on your travels when on the jobs. This will allow you to be sure that you can
account for every receipt you obtain throughout the day. It may seem monotonous
but you will quickly get to grips with it; you will end up doing it automatically. Your
filing will become even more efficient by making this a standard procedure each day.
Let’s crack on with book keeping using a simple A4 notebook. You will Use this to
record all monies coming in and out of the business. Carry on recording all money
that you deposit, receive and spend throughout the week.
To show you how this effective yet simple system works, let’s make up some
expenses, incomes and receipts for the day:
It’s Tuesday morning; you’re having a cup of tea and watching the news when your
work mobile rings. This can only mean one thing, work. You answer and it’s ‘A2B
Couriers’…
‘Good Morning Mr self employed courier, I’m David from A2B Couriers. We have a
job going to London, are you available to do this for us?’
Mr Self employed courier (i.e. you): ‘I am indeed David, what is it you want
delivering?’
A2B Couriers: ‘Its just a small envelope with a passport in it; it needs delivering
before 3 this afternoon and no later. Can you pick it within half an hour?’
Mr Self employed courier: ‘No Problem David, see you soon’

This job is worth £280 to you, so you’re going to be on the road for a while.
You stop at Morrison’s petrol station to fill the van up with £35 worth of fuel. You also
purchase a bottle of coke a chocolate bar and a packet of crisps for the road costing
a total of £2.20.
Once you have goods on board you proceed to delivery point in London.
Quick Note: Make certain that you bring delivery sheets/notes with you when
carrying out jobs. You will be provided with one by the company/individual that you
are working for; these will be signed by the client. You need to ensure that you get
your own signed also as evidence that you have done the job. There are example
delivery sheets in this guide.
You arrive at delivery point at approximately 15:20 pm and get all the relevant
documents authorised and signed. Your feeling pretty chuffed as you have an extra
£280 in your pocket.
Due to the fact that you were clever enough to let courier companies know that you
are going back Leeds, you got a call from Swift Response when you were
approaching delivery point in London to pick something up from them. Delivery point
is Leeds; how convenient!
Charlie: Hello Mr Self employed courier, im Charlie from Swift Response here in
London. Thanks for letting us know you were in the area. We have a pallet going
back to Leeds, can you take it for us?’
Mr Self employed courier: - ‘That’s absolutely fine Charlie, ill be at the depot in
around 20 minutes’
As you are returning to Leeds anyway you will only be pricing the job at half your
standard rate, therefore in this particular case the job is worth £140 to you. Your
takings for the day as a result amount to £420. Pretty great for a days work.
On your return journey, you feel the pang of hunger and then realise that you’ve not
eaten all day. So you stop at the next services and grab a large Big Mac meal from
McDonalds for £4.95.
Later in the journey you refill at Tesco Petrol station which costs £33 in total for your
fuel.
After you have done your delivery in London, you let A2B Couriers know you have
delivered the parcel, who signed for it and you also thank them for giving you the job.
After you have reached delivery point in Leeds, you inform Swift Response that the
goods have been delivered just as you did this afternoon when you delivered the
envelope for A2B Couriers.
Your wife then calls and asks you to grab some milk and butter from the corner shop
on your way back so you stop to get it along with a 4 pack of beer to reward yourself
for your efforts today. This comes to £6.
At 7pm you are finally back at home; but before you collapse on the sofa you decide
to go and sort out the day’s paper work. As you sit down at your desk you spot a
letter which happens to be your Phone bill from Vodafone which is £27.90.

You get out your nifty little clipboard with all the receipts from the day and sigh
happily, feeling very pleased with yourself that you are organised and have kept
everything together nicely.
It is vital that you monitor what you are spending your money on as your key aim is to
make lots of it and that is not going to happen if you have expenses unaccounted for.
Maintaining an accurate filing system will allow you to keep tabs on your outgoings;
where your money Is going should be of importance to you.
Using a basic notebook, nothing fancy, set out the first page as demonstrated
overleaf. Use this simple format to record all monies coming in and out of the
business. Ensure that you continue to record all money that you deposit, receive and
spend throughout the week.
At the end of each month you will need to transfer all of this information from your
notebook into a bookkeeping register. Accountants can do this for you but will charge
through the roof for something you are more than capable of doing yourself.
The bookkeeping register should be a simple columnar notebook. These can be
purchased from any local stationers at a reasonable price. Each column represents a
product or service and will show at the end of each month what revenue was
received from each service.
It is also vital to keep an accurate record of expenses or money spent. Again, title
each of the columns you will be entering data into, and then record the expenditure.
At the end of the month you will just need to deduct expenditure from income to show
profit margins.
Bookkeeping and accounting are simple and should not daunt you. Just keep it
simple and up-to date.
Apart from recording the necessary info needed for taxation purposes, it would be
useful to keep a log of amounts invoiced, date payment due, date received and name
of driver that did the job (if it was not yourself).
If unfortunately you have not carried out any work for the day, but still have
expenses, just fill in everything like normal but missing out the income part. Lets
hope that this isn’t a regular thing; you should aim to always have something in the
income section.
Bravo! You’re well on track to becoming a talented bookkeeper. Easier than it looks
don’t you think? Usually if someone says bookkeeping, the other person runs a mile!
All that is left to do now is input all this information into a spreadsheet onto your
computer and then file the receipts for the day accordingly.
I have made a simple spread sheet using excel to demonstrate how this works. Feel
free to insert columns into your spreadsheet to illustrate each individual financial area
of your business.
For example if you want to check individually how much fuel you are spending,
simply make a column for fuel as a separate expense from the rest and at the end of
the month, AutoSum that column and it will calculate the total fuel spend for the
month for you. The joys of technology.

You can use the same method to figure out how much work you are receiving from a
particular courier company or private client by making an individual column for each
and monitoring it monthly.
The example that I have put together is very simplistic and should serve a basic
guide to get the ball rolling. Take some time to familiarize yourself with the
spreadsheet and you should find that you are able to assemble something similar
relatively quickly.
Quick Tip: Put aside 10% of your earnings each day into a savings account,
preferably with a favourable interest rate. This will very quickly accumulate and will
provide the funds for the development of your business, such as the purchase of a
new van, given your business is expanding fast.
Using an Accountant
An accountant is not essential for your business, but can be useful as they know how
to counter balance particular expenses that you would have otherwise paid for. If you
have your heart set on getting an accountant then I recommend that you do this
through referrals.
If you succeed in finding a decent accountant in your area then give them a ring to
discuss the services that they are able to offer you. Make clear, first and foremost,
that you are only just starting and that you aren’t looking to splurge out all your cash.
You will need to provide your accountant with all of the information that you have
gathered and filed in regards to the operation of your business so that they are able
to prepare your VAT and tax returns.
Be sure to ask your accountant is it is possible to pass on the relevant information
monthly or quarterly.
Quick Note: You should always make a copy of everything that is passed on to your
accountant. File it away in a separate folder and label it for the relevant month. It’s
better to be safe than sorry; accountants are human too and they can lose things just
like you and I.
About VAT, Tax and Business Expenses
As previously stated, it will be in your best interests to talk to an accountant in the
early stages. An accountant will be able to advise you on the various tax and VAT
issues that may affect you and your business.
Take advantage of your accountant’s expertise, especially if you plan on expanding
your business in the future. They can provide very valuable advice and will be able to
discuss their own experiences with you. You never know, they may be working for
another self employed courier or have done in the past.
Tax tips that might save you some money:
Ensuring that you claim all of your allowable start up costs and allowable ongoing
business expenditure is very important. An accountant will advise you on the type of
expenses that you can claim and those that you cannot. You must ensure that you
keep proper receipts for all such expenses that you incur.

It is surprising at the sheer number of self employed persons that end up paying out
much more than they can get away with in taxes because they are failing to make the
most of all their tax deduction opportunities.
Quick Note: Please do not rely solely on the advice I provide in regards to tax
related issues. My advice is objective and is my opinion so seek additional
professional legal advice.
Your Vehicle
You know that thing with four wheels sitting on your drive? Well, it could save you a
great deal of money as it is one of your most significant potential tax savers. Most
self employed couriers are not aware that their vehicle can be a tax write-off when
used for advertising purposes; however, most are not aware that they may be entitled
to deductions too.
If you’re considering advertising your company name on your vehicle, you could be
entitled too. You can even be a bit cheeky and claim mileage if you business-related
stop was made on the way to picking the kids up from school or dropping your
spouse of at work.
On top of this you can also write-off other costs regarding your vehicle such as fuel,
insurance, and parking costs (If related to business activity)
Ensure that you maintain accurate records of your mileage along with any notes
regarding business activity for which you could claim back. If you do plan on claiming
back particular expenses, you will need proof, so be sure to keep all receipts.
Your Family
In respect of tax, you will need to take into account your personal circumstances. If
you must have employees, then keep it in the family as it may help reduce your tax
liability. Employ family to write out letters, answer phones and or answer emails on
your behalf. You can even pay them to clean your office space.
Parting with your money is so much easier when you know its coming back into the
household, plus you wont have to pay your family anywhere near what you would
pay your employees.
Pay them a set amount of money each week/month for the work that they carry out.
Make sure you keep tabs on this! They may be family but you still need to keep track
off the hours they do and the activities that they are carrying out.
Make sure you pay them through the business as it works out cheaper for you this
way. You could maybe consider putting it into a savings account!
Your Home
Clearly, if your office space was a rented one, then you would be able to subtract the
amount of rent you pay from your taxes, including the cost of equipment and other
expenses. You don’t have to miss out on these deductions just because you are
working from home
Assuming that you have a small part of your home sectioned off for ‘business
purposes’, you can actually write off the cost of that area (Obviously not the whole
house).

You need to find out the percentage of your houses squared footage that is devoted
to your courier business. So, for example, if your office space takes up 15% of your
homes overall area, and you pay £600 a month for the property, then you can claim
£90 as business expense each month, which adds up to £1080 per year.
The same principle applies to your utilities also (i.e. water, electricity, telephone).
This formula does not work for telephone expenses if you have a separate line for
just business.
All of your equipment - your computer, printer, scanner, mobile phone, printer ink, etc
- is also tax deductible.
As I keep pointing out, please remember to monitor these expenses and keep
receipts filed so you can claim them on your taxes.
The word Tax is like taboo word for many self employed persons. When really there
is no need to fear tax! Tax can be your friend as well as your enemy.
Quick Note: Please discuss any tax related write-offs/deductibles with your
accountant.
Feeling all the benefits of all your potential deductions and maintaining accurate
records can reduce your annual tax bill considerably, but you can also prepare
yourself in the rare event you may be chosen for an audit.
As far as VAT is concerned, you do not need to get involved with VAT until your
received income in any twelve month period (or less) reaches the “registration
threshold” currently at £68,000. Check with www.direct.gov.uk for up to date
information.
However, it may be worthwhile registering voluntarily to take advantage of what is
called the flat rate scheme.
Under the normal VAT rules, if you charge your customer £100 you must add VAT to
this figure at the rate of 20% which is £20, giving a total invoice value of £120. You
would then be expected to pay the £20 over to Customs, less any VAT you claim
back on your expenses (mainly fuel and van servicing costs)
Under the Flat rate Scheme a courier would pay over to Customs only a % of this
amount and keep the remainder of the VAT charged to the customer for themselves.
Depending on the amount of VAT on these expenses, you could make worthwhile
savings from opting in to the Flat Rate Scheme.
Further info on VAT & the Flat Rate Scheme can be found at www.direct.gov.uk
IMPORTANT – the information provided in the above material is given as guidance
only. Professional advice must be sought.

Invoicing Your Customers / Sample Invoice
Being Organised
You will need to invoice for any work you do. This is simply a piece of paper that tells
the customer what work you have done, when you did it and how much you are
charging them for it. Your invoice will normally be accompanied by any delivery notes
you have used in connection with the jobs on the invoice.
You may find it useful to have a designated folder for each courier company you
carry out work for; you can then file each job accordingly. You could also use a
clipboard if you prefer. Either way, when you have done work for say ‘A2B Couriers’ ,
you would clip/file that particular days work on/in the relevant clipboard/file.
When the end of the month arrives, your job is made much easier. All you will have to
do is collect all the invoices/delivery notes for the company/individual in question, and
then add up all of the jobs. Once you have a total you can then send them an invoice.
Delivery notes will either be supplied to you by the customer booking the job, by any
owner driver you sub the work out to or you will have a supply of your own. These
can be purchased cheaply from Staples or a similar store, or you can have them
professionally printed with your own logo. Alternatively, you can photocopy the
example provided at the end of this section.
Getting Paid
How often clients want to be invoiced can vary, so ensure that you discuss with them
whether they want to be invoiced monthly, weekly or even daily. Always establish
exact payment terms at your initial meeting with the Courier Companies. This allows
you to predetermine how much is due into your business and thus allowing you to
effectively plan your finances.
Generally you will be paid by cheque or bank transfer within about thirty days of the
invoice date. If you are invoicing monthly you should be able to negotiate a shorter
turn around time of about 14 days after invoice date. Most courier companies will
understand the importance of cash flow to a courier and therefore make prompt
payments in return for a good service.
You are unlikely to experience any problems with late or non payment. These
companies rely on owner drivers. Word soon spreads and they would find it very
difficult to find reliable drivers with a reputation as late payers. It is in their interest to
look after their owner drivers as it is their company reputation and livelihood at stake.
Creating an invoice
Invoicing itself is a straightforward affair. However, there are no set rules regarding
when and how work is invoiced. This is generally agreed between you and the
customer you are invoicing. As a general rule, it would be unwise to allow any more
than 30 days. It is usually best to establish exactly what their payment terms are
before you do work for any customer. This is a question you should have answered
at the outset.
If you haven’t the time to create your own invoice sheet, various stationary retailers
such as Staples etc will sell Invoice pads at a reasonable price. On the other hand, if

you would prefer to make your own invoice sheet then you can use the format of the
example invoice sheet at the end of this guide.
Remember to make a duplicate of each invoice you send out, just as you would with
any other significant document. The chief reason behind this, Is that if a client claims
that they have not received the invoice your originally sent, you can photocopy your
duplicate and send it out instead of having to do it all over again.
Be proactive and send out your invoices a minimum of 3 days prior to the date that it
is due; by doing this you can send it by second class instead of first thus saving
money on postage but still allowing invoices to reach the client on time.
Be sure to include a simple thank you message when you send out your invoices. It
is polite and shows that you are appreciative of their business. Also, perhaps
consider making the effort to sound out a card at the end of the year and a small gift.
Again this courteous and will be very well received. You will have that contract
renewal in the bag. If you want to go the whole hog then deliver it yourself and thank
them face to face.
Remember to include the relevant delivery notes when you send the invoice. If there
was any waiting time for a job, be sure to send this in (This has to by signed/verified
by the customer). When discussing payment terms (before you carry out work)
enquire whether the courier company charges customers for waiting time and at what
rate per half hour.
By asking them this, you will be able to charge the waiting time to the courier
company as they get paid for the time that you have waited. If you find that charging
waiting time is not within their policy then find out where you stand IF you have to
wait for a client.
Courier companies can be crafty, they most likely are charging waiting time to their
clients, but are trying to cut corners and save money by not having to pay you. Its up
to you whether you want to bring this up, but if you do, then be polite but firm.
You will find an example invoice in the back of this guide.
Delivery Notes / Sample Delivery Note
The delivery note is a document that details what goods are being delivered and the
quantity. This is signed by the customer to verify that they have received the goods
from you.
This document will also include both the collection and delivery address. Usually,
courier companies will supply you with these, but ensure that you also have your
own to be signed. You will find an example delivery note at the end of this guide.
Summary
In Chapter three of this guide we have discussed the operation of your courier
business. You should know how to set up an effective bookkeeping system and be
aware of how to take advantage of tax deduction opportunities.
Refer back to the section when beginning you bookkeeping system to refresh your
memory.

Chapter 4: Growing your business
Things to consider when starting a limited company
So far in this guide we have mainly discussed why you should become a ‘self
employed courier’, however we are yet to touch upon running your own courier
company.
Establishing your very own courier company is completely different from operating as
a self employed courier in regards to both structure and finance; it brings a host of
new issues to the drawing board. The latter, poses many questions of which you
need to ask yourself.
Your best option is to start as a self employed courier and gradually build your
business until it is strong enough to stand as a courier company.
You need to consider the following factors before deciding whether you are ready to
set up your own courier company.
1. You need to have a sufficient amount of contacts to sustain your business
You need to ensure that you have enough steady and good quality contracts so that
you are able to fund the business’s ordinary expenses, along with your own wage. As
a business that is just starting out you will need a considerable amount of advertising
and excellent persuasive skills on your part so that you can drum up business on
every corner you turn.
This is why I advise that you run your courier business effectively, as a self employed
courier before you go on to expand. It will take time to develop your own skills and
demand for your business.
2. You must have positive cash flow for at least 18 months
It is a recognised fact that a majority of new businesses are unsuccessful due to two
key factors; A) Poor management and B) Lack of working capital
New businesses rarely ever make a profit right away, this is normal. It is standard for
businesses to begin making a profit after approximately 1-2 years ; because of this it
will take a while for you to establish your business. Meanwhile you will need to
continue your marketing efforts in order for your business to become successful.
This is the reason that you need a minimum of 18 months positive cash flow so that
you can fund your business whilst you focus on obtaining quality contracts.
3. It is essential that competition is at an absolute minimum
If you set up a courier company when you have six others down the road, then you
are done for from the very first day.
Put it this way, lets assume that your company is based in the Hackney area of
London. Assume the area has around 500 businesses. You browse through the
yellow pages and find 25 courier companies within the area that are available to
these businesses.

So, after doing some rough maths you should find that each courier company has a
share of 18-20 contracts. Now, how are you supposed to know which of these
companies are likely to use courier services?
Refer back to the list of companies that use courier services earlier on in the guide.
Reopen the yellow pages and you will be able to narrow down the companies based
on this list. Subsequently, take the final total and divide it by the number of courier
companies in the area; this should give you a rough Idea.
The lesson here is that each courier company is not left with many clients and that
you will therefore have to compete with them and essentially take the customers that
they have worked hard for; the problem here is that it is very difficult to break loyal
company-client relationships.
Self employed courier or limited company
If a client has received a reliable and good quality service for a lengthy period of time,
they would certainly hesitate if they were to consider switching providers.
Consequently, this makes it problematic for newbies like yourself as obtaining clients
in a market that is that is overwhelmed with too many businesses providing the same
service is difficult.
So think very carefully, considering both the pro’s and con’s of each route, be it self
employed or limited company.
Below is a table which compares each route.
Self employed courier
Operating cost minimal

Limited Company
Operating cost high (£15000-£20000 to
start)
No continuous running costs like an Fixed monthly costs i.e. office, hire
office
vehicles
One man job, more money for you
Staff needed, someone has to drive the
vans!
Marketing costs are miniscule; you only Marketing costs are vast, lots of
need to crack open the yellow pages and competition therefore effective and
make a few phone calls
consistent advertising needed.
Courier companies are your clients.
Courier companies are the competition
Overheads very low, more profit
Overheads are very high, less profit

It is clear to see that becoming a self employed courier is the easier route, as the
pro’s evidently override that of a limited company. However, if you have your heart
well a truly set on this, then take a look at the following advice; it will show you
exactly how to make it work.
Set up and run your OWN Courier Company
Courier businesses have been operating in major cities for years. Transporting
urgent documents and packages is a major service in these locations and can be a
multi-million pound business just in one city alone. So there is clearly money to be
made in this industry.

However, out in the rural areas of the country it's not that easy to find a courier
service. They do exist, but they are quite rare and when they do exist, quite busy.
Hence there is potential to start in most areas. Even some of our largest cities require
more courier services, and there are certainly plenty of sizeable towns. Of course, in
country areas there won't a great deal of demand, but it's still a service that could be
added on to something else. For example, if you run another business such as a taxi
service, or even a pub, a courier service could fill in the gaps very easily.
A courier service is effectively a taxi service for important documents and packages.
But the interesting thing is that it's far less regulated than taxis. You don't need any
sort of licence or consent
Before we get started, you need a USP…
If you are familiar with business terms or have completed a business related course
then you will more than likely know what a USP is. However, if your first thought was
‘A US what?!’ then allow me to explain.
You need your hair cutting so you drive in to town and park up so you can find a
salon. There are five hairdressers to choose from all offering the same service.
Which one do you choose?
The same concept applies for clients choosing a courier company; they are faced
with all of these companies that are all offering a courier service, but they have to
pick one. You need to make sure that they pick you.
The acronym USP stands for unique selling point; a unique selling point is what
makes you different from the rest, makes you stand out from the crowd. It is the
reason that you are chosen over other courier companies within your vicinity.
Irrelevant of whether you have a cake making business or a restaurant, you need a
USP of some kind otherwise you will just get lost in the crowd.
You need to devise a unique element to your service that you can use to sell your
business and really put it out there. The following examples would work well:






No congestion charges for a full year, if clients give you their business
Immediate proof of delivery once goods have reached delivery point
Online tracking
Ready to collect within an hour, half an hour (the quicker the better)
10% off for new customers on their first delivery

In regards to the first example, you could create an example sheet of jobs and show
them what they could save on congestion charges, if they were to give their business
to you.
You need to make the benefit clear to the potential customer; tell /show them how
they would gain from using your services instead of the one down the road. If you
offer something that no one else is, you will instantly stand out.
Why would clients pay more than they have to? The congestion charge idea would
work like magic, believe me.

Build your advertising campaign around your USP. It needs to be the focal point: put
it in capitals, colour it red and scream it on the rooftops if you have to! Well, perhaps
not the latter, the idea is that you get the message across.
Make sure that it is evident in all of your promotional material; leaflets, website,
letters etc. This marketing principle should be put into practice in marketing
campaigns of all new business’s.
Lucky for you, the use powerful marketing is very much underrated in the courier
industry. Very few courier companies do not realise that effective marketing could
significantly impact the amount of interest in their business. You therefore, have a
competitive advantage, and you haven’t even started yet.
Surviving as a courier company in the courier industry is perfectly achievable IF you
implement all your marketing knowledge effectively. Below are a few ideas that you
could put into practice to aid your penetration into the market.
Setting up your Courier Company
You can operate as a one-man (or woman) courier service. That would involve you
taking all the enquiries and doing all the jobs yourself; this can be very stressful and
you could find that your pushing yourself too hard. I personally recommend that you
focus on the selling of the service and appoint self employed courier owner drivers to
do the running about. This is the way to make it a really profitable business and it
means it can be a full time income for part time work! However, be prepared to do the
odd trip yourself. As sure as night follows day, there will come a time when you
simply can’t find anyone to cover a particular job, usually on a Friday afternoon at
5pm!
In most cases, your business can be operated from home. This is an advantage, not
a disadvantage, because you can offer a more efficient service. If you can offer a 24
hour service then this will be a great selling point, but it's not necessary if you don't
want to be on 24 hour call.
You will certainly need a home telephone. If you run the business yourself, a mobile
telephone. If possible, have a control centre, perhaps in a spare bedroom,
conservatory or even just a corner of the living room where you can answer and
make calls. Apart from this, your main requirement is a notepad. A computer/laptop
would be very useful, not just for printing off paperwork but for running a route
planning CD Rom such as Autoroute, Route 66, TNT Travel Manager or simply to
use google maps.
These clever software packages will tell you exactly how far a particular destination
is, allowing you to give an instant quote over the phone. Perhaps have some special
delivery notes (commonly referred to as POD’s) made up and photocopies giving
details of each job. Or print them off your PC. Examples of delivery notes and
invoices are included in this manual.
As you might expect, the ideal sort of vehicle to operate a courier service is your own
car or van – the smaller and more economical the better. But watch the running
costs as these can be much higher than you might think - not just the cost of petrol or
diesel. The ideal vehicle is a small van, such as a Citroen Berlingo or VW Caddy.
Some courier services confined to towns or cities etc. could use a moped or even a
mountain bike. Ideal, because it makes your service cheaper than anyone else's and

gets through crowded streets! However, to provide a serious offering, you will either
need a van or be able to sub contract work out to self employed courier owner drivers
who have their own van.
A sound piece of advice would be to use your own car in the first instance as this
limits the financial commitment you will have to make, thus allowing you to try this
business out without committing too much money.
Many same-day couriers run a Citroen Berlingo or VW Caddy type vehicle and it is
important that you have a vehicle that is reliable and economical. The last thing you
want is to be off the road for a week getting repaired. Also, you need to keep your
costs to a minimum, the more money you save on fuel, the more profit you will make.
Many new vans now come with a 100,000 mile, 3 year warranty. This is an option
well worth considering once you have established yourself.
Alternatively, if you have a reliable & clean car you could always use this; however,
please bear in mind that you will be doing high mileage as a Courier and you might
feel a van would be more suitable. Having a van also allows the reclaiming of VAT.
You will find that more than half of the time, you or your drivers will only be delivering
an envelope or a single parcel. This makes it perfectly feasible to get by with a car,
especially if you have an estate or hatchback. However, a van does give out a more
professional image.
Using self employed courier owner drivers is simplicity itself as it will be up to them
and not yourself to provide and pay for the transport. Many owner drivers would be
pleased to work on quite modest per mile fees as this helps towards the running
costs of their private vehicles. However, they are not going to be exclusively available
to you and there will be times when they have taken a job from a rival courier
company that will tie them up all day.
Advertise in local newspapers and perhaps Job Centres, for owner drivers to operate
your service. You'll probably need two or three to start with so that you can operate
the service all day. The more the better; keep a list of names and numbers and tell
them you will contact them as and when required. Try to find reliable people, such as
retired people or even housewives. Students are always eager to supplement and
assuming they have a vehicle could be a valuable source of drivers.
Pay your couriers by the mile. You can find out the going rate from a local courier
service by ringing competitors. Provincial prices will be a little less. The usual
charges are so much per mile with a minimum for each call out. A typical rate would
be about 60p – 70p per mile. You would charge around £1.00 per mile to the
customer, keeping the difference yourself as profit.
If you intend to use anything larger than a citroen berlingo type vehicle such as a
transit then you need to charge higher rates, about £1.40 per mile to your customer
and paying about 80p – 90p a mile to your sub-contractors.
You will also need a controller. Husband and wife teams are quite common in the
courier business, where the man will do the driving and the wife will stay at home to
receive the telephone calls and book out the jobs or vice versa. If not however, you
can appoint someone who lives nearby to receive bookings and despatch drivers.
Pay a small hourly rate. It is best however if you can do it yourself as this cuts into
your profits.

Getting Business
To have a profitable courier service, you shouldn't just sit at home waiting for people
to call you out like a taxi and getting just a few odd jobs. This almost certainly won't
make any money at all.
What you need is regular contracts for courier work as I pointed out earlier. That is,
customers who regularly have things to send to other places in the same region.
Perhaps several a day or at least several a week.
We're talking here of printers, publishers or solicitors with important documents to
send. Also garages often need to obtain parts from main stockists when carrying out
emergency repairs and need a courier at short notice.
You might want to advertise the service in newspapers etc, but this is slow and will
take a long time to get established; not to mention it will burn sizeable hole in your
pocket. Yellow Pages is only published once a year but is a good place to advertise
your service. However, rather than wait for it to be re-published, a good option is
Talking Pages. This is a service whereby people would ring a free phone number and
ask for a courier company in a particular locality. If someone is phoning in, it is
usually urgent. Also try www.yell.com
Having your own website is a very effective way of promoting your business, more
details on this can be found in the ‘Using the web’ section later on in this chapter.
It’s well worth contacting other courier companies in your area and offering your
services. There are always going to be times when they can’t cover a job and rather
than lose the business or let a client down they will probably be prepared to sub
contract the job out to a competitor, even if it means they don’t make a profit on it.
Some of the more established courier companies charge £1 a mile or more one way,
leaving plenty of margin to sub the job out. Remember, keep your friends close and
the enemies closer!
As touched upon earlier, the best thing is to refer to the list of types of users in your
area and give them a ring or send them a letter. Explain the service and ask if they
are interested. Many won't be, but some are sure to be. You only need a handful of
regular customers to have a good small business and it’s worth a try.
Another excellent way to increase profits, which is overlooked by many courier
companies, is to look for your own return work. For instance, if your driver is going to
Bristol, you can email all the courier companies in that area. Your email would simply
be announcing the fact your driver is arriving in Bristol at 1pm and will be returning to
your base location. You could offer a reduced rate as an incentive to give you the
work and split the money with your driver, so you both make extra profits. This is,
quite simply, the most effective way to increase your revenue and is also the most
overlooked. Take advantage of it and you will reap the rewards. It just requires you to
make that little extra effort.
When you get an interested customer, sign a user contract with them. This is to have
you on call during your working hours. Charge them a mileage charge of around
£1.00 per loaded mile or more from collection to drop off.
Obviously this price will be higher than the rate you pay your drivers, hence your
profit. It is best to charge a high rate, even one that seems ridiculously high,
because you must give a good quality service. Firms will pay for a good service.

Keep on signing up customers until you have as many as necessary for a suitable
income. This could bring several dozen or several hundred jobs per week depending
on what you want.
Operating the Service
Setting up and selling the service, really is the difficult part. Operating it is easier.
All you need to do is get calls from the customer. Be sure to write down what is to be
moved, when it needs collecting, when it needs delivering, from where and to where.
Get an authorisation number from the customer (a number which you can quote on
your bill to show that the trip was properly authorised).
Then get on to your driver by mobile phone, and send him/her out to do the job.
When the job is completed, the driver should report back to you with a confirmation
that the job has been done and who signed for the package. It's a good idea to
telephone your customer and tell them that the job has been completed - a personal
touch. Customers will appreciate a pro-active service, don’t leave them to chase you.
Each week, calculate the mileage due to each company and send them an invoice.
You could make it a condition that payment is made within seven days, though some
might expect thirty days credit. Look at the invoicing section of this manual, it
explains the basics of invoicing, as well as a sample invoice you can use.
Pay your drivers on a weekly basis, or a monthly basis if they will accept it. One
problem is that you might have to pay your drivers before you get paid by your
customers.
Sometimes you might get customers who aren't registered with you just wanting a
'one off' job. If this is the case, charge them more than your normal rate to make up
for the fact that they are not regular users.
Efficiency is the thing at all times. It has to be quicker than using the post and more
convenient than the customer doing the job themselves. This done, you can get very
high fees.
Expansion
The obvious way to expand the service is just to keep on getting more and more
customers, or getting more work from your existing customers. You can also expand
into other areas with small area offices.
However, you can make much higher profits by increasing prices and cutting costs.
If you can offer a 24 hour service you can charge more for out of normal hours
working. Long distance couriers are also required and this can be done in
connection with other firms. If you have plenty of work, you could pay a courier a
weekly wage, no matter how much or how little he does. This will work out cheaper
in the long run and so boost your profits.
That said, although there are big profits in the courier business, it is ideal as a
business that you can start at a very low level. The business can be built up and
before you know it, you could have your own premises and your own fleet of
vehicles.

Using the internet
Twenty years ago, if you needed something delivered by a courier company you
would look in the yellow pages. But things have changed a lot since then due to the
significant advances and availability in technology. These days a large majority of
people own computers, and if they needed a courier company they would probably
just type it into Google.
The internet could do great things for you in regards to promoting your business. So
it is crucial that you have a strong web presence. In chapter five I shall go into further
detail on how having your own website will allow you to develop a very profitable
courier business.
A large majority of companies do not have the first clue as to how to use the internet
successfully if it not in regards to the promotion of their services. If you learn how to
advertise in a way that geographically targets your market, then you could have a
serious winner on your hands as this will give you an advantage when potential
customers are searching within your local area for courier companies.
Google is an excellent tool for promoting your business; you could run ad campaigns
for local listings. You even have the option of targeting the specific area in which you
live.
Advertising your service on Google
Google is by far the biggest and most popular search engine available to us. Yet so
few couriers fail to use it to their advantage.
But let’s first rewind and discover how Google managed to achieved world
domination despite being younger that Yahoo and MSN and how it can be of use to
budding entrepreneurs such as yourself.
Larry Page and Sergey Brin were the masterminds behind Google; it came about as
a result of a research project that the two were undertaking whilst at university. At
present, Google is worth around $163 Billion; but what did it have that MSN and
Yahoo didn’t? Simplicity is the answer. Google offered an easy and accessible way
to obtain relevant information whereas its competitors made the mistake of providing
overwhelming amounts of information and a search bar on their home pages.
Google’s basic button and search clearly suggests that less is definitely more.
It did not take long for Google to surpass MSN and Yahoo; they highlighted a
problem with current systems and tailored theirs accordingly. The problem was that
users were fed up of searching for particular information only to retrieve something
that was completely irrelevant, Google however aimed to create a search engine that
was efficient.
This idea of efficiency and obtaining relevant results is crucial to bear in mind when
making ads for your own website. You will actually be charged a higher price for ads
that are not linked than if you had one that was actually related.
Lets assume that your courier business Is situated in Liverpool. You’re all set up with
a website and are ready to begin operation. You will create a Google account and
make an ad that reads something along the lines of…

Liverpool Courier Services
For fully insured and reliable courier services. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Find Out
More. www.yoursite.com
Advertising via Google is an exact science; you need to fully recognise how you can
utilise it to promote your courier service effectively. Google is an untapped resource
that can prove to be a priceless to your business.
Google Ad words is a fantastic way to promote your business; your ad will appear
alongside relevant search results for your key words. It’s great if your on a budget as
you only pay per click not to mention there is not a minimum spend. Constructing a
Google Ad is a basic process once you come to grips with it. We advise that you use
the search term ‘Google Adwords’ to find a simple step by step guide on how to
create a Google ad.
In this summary of advertising with Google, I want stress the significance of
implementing Google as part of your marketing strategy. So lets refer back to the
example of the Liverpool courier service; you have a website all up and running but
you are interested in advertising on Google…
Google works by charging you per click so that you only have to pay every time
someone visits your website. You can also set a budget each day so that your costs
do not get extortionate which puts you in control of your spending. Price per click
usually varies on the key words you use and how often they are searched.
Obviously if you are aware how to advertise efficiently, you will be able to reduce
your costs significantly. The great thing about Google is that it actually allows you to
target potential clients geographically; they will only put your ad up in the city/area
that you are able to work from.
So, if you are based in Liverpool, then you can carry out work for clients that are in
the city or its surrounding area, Google will allow you to target only these people.
After all it would be pointless advertising to clients in London as you could not
possibly pick up from there.
This is a very useful and powerful marketing tool that you can implement to direct
potential customers to your website.
You should in practice be focusing 70% of your time promoting your courier service.
Using Google Ads will allow you to promote your courier service 24/7; so let Google
do all the hard work for you. Its effectively like having your own personal salesperson
that works round the clock so be prepared to get many phone calls from businesses
and individuals from all over town requiring your service.
Just think, people can never be bothered to rifle through the yellow pages or a phone
book this day in age; a quick search on the internet does the job perfectly. This is
why you need a web presence as you need to make sure that your business is up
there with the rest and best.
Your website needs to go the extra mile as simply telling people about your courier
service simply isn’t enough. You need to gather contact details of potential clients so
that you can pursue those who should a clear interest or wanted a quote.

In a nutshell, having a strong web presence and knowing how to use the web
effectively will give you an upper hand over your competition.
How to use the power of direct mail
The use of direct mail as a source of advertising is both effective and inexpensive yet
it comes as a surprise that not many courier companies use it. The problem is people
have a lack of expert knowledge in this area; that’s about to change. You need to
draw attention to a key benefit of your service when you send out a mailing.
Something like this perhaps:
“3 Reasons why we CAN save you up to 45% on your parcel delivery!”
Everyone wants to keep costs to a minimum therefore a guarantee such as this
should spark some interest. You need to persevere with your efforts as there will
usually come a stage in the life of any business where costs need to be slashed.
Businesses are in business to make money therefore they will consistently self
evaluate to highlight areas where expenses can be reduced.
If you are operating in the London area you could even consider paying the
congestion charges for the first 3 months for new customers. This will save them a lot
of money as all courier companies charge congestion zone charges to their
customers.
The loyalty you will receive in return will be well worth the sacrifice of paying your
customers congestion charges for a short amount of time. I advise that you look back
through the manual (chapter two) to refresh you memory on how to ensure that your
direct mail is actually opened rather than chucked in the rubbish heap like most
others.
Opening more doors through diversification- Starting a small household
removals business
Introducing a removals service as part of you courier business is a great way to earn
extra cash. You could also think about offering storage space and charge a fair but
competitive price to customers. Even small money making ideas such as selling
products associated with removals (i.e. boxes, bubble wrap, tape) could tie in well
with this and make you that extra bit of money too.
When you quote a potential customer you could offer them two quotes. One could be
a standard quote for a simple collect and drop service and the other could factor in
packaging for your customer too.
You could acquire work quite easily by advertising your removal service in your local
newspaper in conjunction with online advertising strategies such as Google.
Some advertising/marketing Ideas could include any of the following:
1. Local Classified ads
We have already covered this in detail earlier in the guide, but the aim is quite simply
to inform other businesses who may require your service about what you can do for
them. If you know that your courier/removal service is cheaper, faster and/or more
reliable, then let them know.

The whole principle behind marketing is communication; you need to tell people how
you can offer a solution to their problem whether it involves making them money or
saving them money.
2. Google (Locally Geographically targeted - ) Ad
We previously discussed how to create a Google ad effectively.
Remember, your choice of keywords/phrases in your ad is very important. You need
to choose carefully selecting words that are going to target your specific market. For
example, the keyword ‘couriers’ is not accurate enough. Couriers could target people
who are looking for next day couriers, multi drop couriers or couriers in the wrong
town/city; you need to be specific.
Key words such as ‘same day delivery’, ‘[your town i.e. Leeds]’ along with ‘courier’
work effectively.
Also use key words like “TNT, Royal Mail, Parcel Force, City Link , etc. when you set
up your Google adwords campaign.
These companies are usually the first that come to mind when people are searching
for anything courier related therefore by promoting your service under these
keywords will bring you’re the right customers. It means you can play up there with
the big boys, and maybe even beat them.
3. Flyers (Delivered to businesses locally)
Distributing flyers is a much more pro-active way of promoting your business
especially if you are looking to establish a presence in your local area and fast. It’s a
straightforward strategy- you just need to create a flyer that focuses of the benefits
your courier service could offer. Emphasise the fact that YOU can save them money
whilst still providing a reliable service.
‘When I was just starting out as a self employed courier and was in the marketing
stage I ventured out to every business park/ industrial estate that I could find within
my local area and gave each business one of my flyers.’
It’s a lot of effort and hard work but if you can only expect to get back what you put in.
If you try to get away with the minimum, you will only get the minimum. It pays to put
the effort in and it will get easier once you have built up a sound customer base.
When you have reached this point then you can focus on carrying out the work for
your customers and also getting paid. So for now, give up some time to get the ball
rolling.
4. Joint ventures, word-of-mouth and affiliations
A joint venture is simply where two parties work together with mutual interest. So if
you’re going to offer a same day courier service all you need to do is work with
someone who is in consistent contact with those who need and use same day
couriers.
A great idea, if you pursue the removals service later on, is to engage in a joint
venture with an Estate Agent. You can have a link to your website on that of the
estate agents; clients who have purchased/rented/sold a property through that

company will be looking to move their possessions. By having a link, it is very likely
that they will consider your service.
All you will need to do is negotiate with the estate agency a percentage of the profits
from referrals to your website and via word of mouth.
You can also use your current customers as your affiliates; by this I mean you could
encourage them to refer your service to their business associates or possibly even
their suppliers.
‘When running my own courier business I managed to do exactly this with a graphic
design company that I used to deliver for and as a result I actually managed to obtain
work from their suppliers.’
‘What I was essentially doing was using the influence of word of mouth to obtain
even more work as when a third party endorses your service its impartial and
unrelated therefore making it more likely that those on the receiving end will check
out your service.’
Word of mouth and referrals is one of the most powerful ways to promote your
service; people talk a lot more than you think! So make you utilise it to the best of
your ability as in the end it will pay off.
The advice that I have provide in this section should move you in the right direction.
You need to be innovative and hardworking if you want to make a lot of money.
Having van, big or small, can be a huge asset if you know how to use it in the right
way.
Please remember that to do removals you will need a different type of insurance
cover so I recommend you do some research around this.
How to get specialised contract work
Specialised contract work will require you or your staff to have specific training.
There’s a number of different kinds of specialised courier work i.e. transporting
frozen/chilled freight. This could involve transporting a heart that needs to be
maintained at a particular temperature to a hospital 80 miles away.
Luckily this is not the type of specialised work that we will be looking at. I’m going to
focus on delivering for pubs and breweries. Contracts such as these are very
valuable as they are usually very well paid
There are two key breweries that you could possibly contact about obtaining training
in this field. These are as follows:
1. PunchPub
Punch Taverns
Jubilee House, Second Avenue
Burton upon Trent
Staffordshire DE14 2WF
Telephone: General Enquiries: 01283 501600

2. Scottish Courage.
Scottish Courage - S&N’s UK beer division
Scottish Courage Ltd
2-4 Broadway Park South Gyle Edinburgh
EH12 9JZ
Tel: +44 (0) 131 528 1000
Scottish Courage Brands - UK off trade beer division
Scottish Courage Brands Limited
2 Broadway Park South Gyle Broadway Edinburgh
EH12 9JX
Tel: +44 (0) 131 200 8500
Managing Director: Keith Hogg
Customer Contact Centre (CCC) Tel: +44 (0) 845 302 3000
Waverley Group - Wine and spirits wholesaler
Waverley Group
2 Broadway Park South Gyle Broadway Edinburgh
EH12 9JZ
Tel: +44 (0) 131 242 8300
Fax: +44 (0) 131 242 8305
Managing Director: Ewen Cameron
Web site: www.waverley-group.co.uk
Beamish & Crawford - Irish subsidiary of Scottish Courage
Beamish & Crawford Limited
South Main Street
Cork
Republic of Ireland
Tel: + 353 212 76841
Managing Director: Alf Smiddy
Web site: www.beamish.ie

H P Bulmer Ltd The Cider House Plough Lane Hereford
HR4 0LE
Tel : + 44 (0) 1432 352000
Web site: www.bulmer.com

If you would like to find a brewery within your local area then please type in the
following web link in to your web browser:
http://www.quaffale.org.uk/php/brewery/709

To get these types of contracts you need pick up your yellow pages or if you prefer to
do it online do a search on yell.com. Call in when you can so you can discuss it with
a manager.
I guess that you’re probably wondering how to price up these services and how it all
works...
Step 1.
You will receive training from the brewery in regards to manual handling.
Step 2.
You are offered a contract by the brewery to deliver their beer and other goods to
pubs.
Step 3.
You receive a cheque at the end of the month.
Let’s look at the equipment you may need before you actually approach any
breweries for contracts such as these. .
Necessary equipment for specialised work
You’re definitely going to need a large vehicle if you are going to start delivering for
breweries.
There’re basically 3 ways of doing this. You can either:
1. Obtain a vehicle via Hire Purchase,
2. Sub contract work out to freelance couriers.
3. Rent a Vehicle
Alternatively you can do both vehicle hire and sub contract if you are receiving a high
volume of work.
So what type of vehicle will you need for beer deliveries?
The ideal vehicle for this kind of specialised courier work would be a Long Wheel
Transit Van.
What type of equipment do you need?
You’re also going need some specialised gear if you want to do specialised work for
breweries.
1) A Drop Matt
A drop matt will be used when you go to the depot to collect the beer. Usually when
you arrive you will be escorted to the ramps to meet with a floor manager who will
direct you to the area that your collection is.
You will then be given an invoice sheet; you need to tick off each thing that that is on
the floor so that everything is accounted for. Once this is done you then begin loading
your vehicle. Bear in mind that the recommended vehicle (Transit LWB) has a
carrying capacity of around 1500kg.

You need to check that this is not exceeded as at the end of the day you’re the one
that is responsible if you are stopped by the police. So ensure that you refuse the
collection unless the load is reduced.
Beer kegs are dropped on to the drop mat when loading/unloading at the destination.
When you’re at the depot you will quickly pick up on how they are used.
You will also find drop mats in the cellars of pubs. When you unload the beer kegs
you’ll drop these onto the mat in the cellar thus the name drop mat.
2) Steel Toed Boots
These are probably one of the most important things that you will need to invest in. At
some point throughout your manual handling training with PunchPub/Scottish
Courage Brewery you will be made aware of this requirement.
Beer Kegs are very heavy in case you were not already aware and if you don’t
protect yourself you will end up loosing your toes! So make sure you never handle
beer kegs if you are not wearing steel toed boots.
3) High Visibility Vests.
Ok, they aren’t the trendiest of garments but this is also an absolute must. Try and
get through the security gate at a brewery without one and you will be promptly
reminded.
It can be very dangerous around the depot what with some many large vehicle
manoeuvring and driving around so it is important you do your best to make your self
seen, especially when the evening starts drawing in. You never know, wearing one of
those unattractive yellow vests could save your life.
4) Fastening Belts
When you load up a transit van, from back to front, you can use these fastening belts
to tie kegs together. Some Luton box vans (curtainsiders) do not have solid sides
therefore in these circumstances fastening belts are a must.
5) Protective Gloves
The beer kegs have steel edges and can cause some nasty cuts if you’re not careful,
therefore it is recommend that you were some sort of protective gloves.
6) Hard Hats
Now you may think that this is a little bit too far but it is a known fact that some
breweries are so vigilant that they require you to wear a hard hat. They may even
decline your collection if you do not have one.
So it’s better to be safe then sorry so be prepared and make sure you have one
handy in the van.

7) Sack Barrow
You will soon learn that you cannot do without one of these when delivering a high
volume of goods for breweries. Try delivering 10 boxes of Stella to the 10th floor
without one and you will soon be down the shop buying one of these!
They can also be useful for moving beer kegs though usually these are moved by
simply rolling them.
There you go- that’s all the necessary gear you need to carry out specialised
deliveries for breweries.
I have covered a lot on specialised courier work so for those of you who are
considering running your own limited company, this additional information should
point your in the right direction.

Practical tips for efficient delivery and collection runs
Planning and mapping out your routes (Multi drops)
If you are going to do multi drop work then you will need to familiarise your self with a
method called mapping up which is used to ensure that you delivery goods right on
time.
Here’s how it works:






You will need to photocopy the map of the area you need to deliver in. Ensure
that if you have any timed deliveries that you place these at the front of the
van for easy access.
On the map you have photo copied, mark all the routes you will be taking on
your run using a coloured marker.
Using a different colour marker, mark all the routes where you have to deliver
timed deliveries.
By doing this you can easily see the number of parcels in the back of your
van, what has been delivered and how many timed deliveries you still have on
board your vehicle.

This basic yet structured way of mapping up will save you a great deal of time and
you will never forget to deliver a parcel as you will know its still on board.
When have a delivery that is nationwide, ensure that you plan your route before you
leave to save you getting lost and having to pull over.
If you cant find a place – ASK.
If you are lost or are really struggling to find your destination then the best thing you
can do is ask. Other couriers that are delivering in the same area can prove very
helpful along with postal workers. Both will most likely be able to point you in the right
direction.
If you cannot find another courier or a ‘postie’ then pull over somewhere safe and ask
someone on the street; after all the chances are they live there and will therefore be
a very valuable source of information.

Whatever you do, avoid calling back your client/courier company to verify the
address. It’s not professional and you do not want them to think that you are
incapable.
But if you find your self in such a pickle that you really have no other alternative then
ring them up and tell them you have asked around and are still having some trouble
finding the address. Ask them if they can give you any landmarks, specifics or
somewhere prominent that people are aware of that is in the vicinity of address.
The company should never refuse help but ensure that is always a last resort.
However, the best advice really is to get a sat-nav, these days it is considered an
essential tool for couriers.
Summary
You should now know how to start up and grow you limited company in a defined
market using a variety of advertising tools to enable you to do this. We have also
talked about how you can make extra money from thinking outside the box.
This chapter is crucial if you are considering starting up a limited company. I advise
that you consult it regularly to keep it all fresh in your mind.
The key purpose of this manual is to provide individuals all the information they need
to work successfully as a self employed courier. In saying this, it is only natural that
at some point you may want to expand your business into a larger business. This
type of ambition is most definitely a good thing as long as when you take the plunge
you have all the necessary elements to enable you to do so effectively.
Give this section some serious thought before you start planning your own limited
company! It’s big decision so ensure that you have thought about all we have
covered before you commit to anything.

Chapter 5: Finding Customers
Why is it important to have a web presence?
This question has already been considered earlier in an earlier chapter but I would
like to take the opportunity to underline a few reasons why having a web presence is
crucial for expanding you courier business.
1) Not only does having a web presence make your courier business look much more
professional, but it also saves you a lot of hard work. Let me elaborate on this; having
your own web site will enable you to gradually develop a list of potential clients that
have been obtained through your Google ads, newspaper/classified ads, word of
mouth and referrals.
Now if you were to do all this the conventional way by sending out letters to potential
customers and providing them with information about your service then you lose a
great deal of time and money, not to mention a whole lot of effort.
There is also the issue with postage; when you are sending out letters on this scale
the small price you pay for a stamp can soon burn a hole in you pocket. The
important thing is to find a balance between pulling your own weight and relying on
your web presence to bring you business
2) Even though you may work from home, having a website is a bit like having a
virtual office! It gives your business a professional feel which in turn will make
potential customers feel more assured about using your service.
Not having a website may make your courier service seem amateur when compared
to those that do. Customers want to be able to find you quickly and they want to feel
confident in using your service. Having a web presence is essential to meet these
particular customer demands.
3) Having a strong web presence is essentially like putting all of your marketing
efforts on autopilot; it allows you to communicate with potential customers at all
times. This is much more efficient than doing it yourself. Your website won’t need to
sleep, take breaks and will never need a sick day.
That’s the beauty of it, the internet can make you money 24/7 which is very handy if
you book a holiday or need some time off. Having this type of system instead of
doing it all manually is guaranteed to speed up the rate in which your business is
growing.
The more business building and marketing activities that you can automate, the more
time you will have to focus on other aspects of the business.
Hopefully now you are starting to understand the value of having a web presence.
4) Save money on advertising costs through your website – Let’s say you advertise
on Google, you can use an autoresponder form on your website to capture potential
customers’ contact details.
This will not only allow you to automatically follow up with your prospects, but you’ll
also save money since every time some clicks on your ads in Google it costs you
money.

By NOT collecting those customers’ details, you’ll loose the opportunity to tell them
about your service in the future meaning you have to PAY for each and every visitor
to your website without having a way of getting them BACK to your website.
Using this follow up system is also MUCH cheaper than conventional advertising
mediums and the best part is…it’s fully automated.
One of the most important things in business is to follow up with your clients. For
example, let's say a potential customer has found your website and saw that you
are offering a brilliant parcel delivery service. He decides to check back later to get
your contact details but then.....forgets.....
How do you know who the clients is and more importantly, how can you follow up
with that hot lead that has shown obvious interest by visiting your website?
That leads us to collecting Email Addresses
If you have a website you MUST have a way of capturing customers email address.
This is important if you plan on following up with customers.
This is also important if you are running advertising campaigns on google where it is
costing you at minimum 5p per click to your website.
This is called pay-per-click advertising (more on this later in step 5) Every time
someone clicks on your google sponsored listing, it is costing you money. If no one
contacts you for your service you could be loosing a lot of money without generating
any business from your advertising.
What's more, if you are not collecting email address, it means you only have one
shot of impressing visitors to your website.
Collecting email address gives you an opportunity to go back to that visitor and say:
”Hi [David ], Andy here from Andy’s Courier Services, I notice you have visited our
website recently, If you would like more information as to how my parcel delivery
service can save your company [David’s Graphics] money while getting your parcels
delivered safe and securely, please do not hesitate to call me on 0208-4123-456.”
In the above example, the name DAVID and the company name DAVID GRAPHICS
was pulled by the autoresponder system and inserted into your email follow up
messages automatically.
It will do this for any amount of people that come to your website and request
information via your contact form.
Step 1 - You advertise on Google or in the papers
The visitor did a search on Google for [same day courier services] and saw your ad.
They clicked on your Google ad and came to your website
Step 2 – They see the Autoresponder form on your website offering more information
This could be a form offering to send them your delivery prices, or simply a form that
offers to send them a free report on how to save money on their next parcel delivery.

Make it intriguing to sign up because once you have their names and email
addresses you can begin sending them email messages to tell them more about your
service, build trust, and sort of “stay in their face” until they need same day services
again.
Email- to inform and stay informed
If you find that you have no jobs lined up for the day, email is a great way of letting
courier companies know that you have signed up with that you are available. You will
find that courier companies also like to email their subcontractors to inform them of
any jobs that are coming up. Email is fast, efficient and absolutely essential. So, you
need to set your self up with an email account that is just for your business
correspondence.
When you have set an account up create a folder for each company that you are
doing jobs for so that you can keep tabs on the amount and quality of work that you
are receiving.
Email is a good way of keeping up to date with industry related news- there are
plenty of sites that you can sign up to that will send you regular emails. For the sake
of simplicity, keep this separate from other correspondence. Maybe consider using
your own personal address for these types of email.
You will find very quickly that organising your emails in this way will be helpful. If
everything was unorganised you would end up spending precious time sifting through
your inbox looking for an email from John at Courier Express in mass of emails from
website subscriptions, enquiries, correspondences and even your mother in law!
Once you are collected a number of potential leads through your web form, you'll
soon have a data base of potential customers. You'll want to send out emails to all of
these people to remind them of your money saving service every now and then.
How do you get your website on the net in just two days?
You may not have the first clue where to start when it comes to website design,
especially if you’re not great with computers. But fear not, you shouldn’t let this
dishearten you as it is simpler than it looks. It is crucial for your courier business so it
would be in your interest to pay close attention to this section.
As you will just be starting up, funds will be limited therefore you will need to keep
costs to a minimum where possible. If you can get to grips with creating a website,
you can save your self a lot of money as it saves you having to pay out for a
professional to design and create your website for you.
You’re looking at paying around £300 for someone to build your website for you and
that would be basic. If you want a more complex website then we are talking
thousands so it would be well worth your time to try to learn to do it yourself.
This section will aim to familiarise you with the different aspects involved in creating
your own website. So, where do you start?

Stage 1 – Select a domain name for your website
A domain name is the address of your website. It’s a little bit like typing some ones
address into your satnav which then takes you to your destination; but instead of
typing it into a satnav you type it in to your search bar on your browser instead.
It’s essential that you choose an appropriate domain name as once you pick it you’re
essentially stuck with it unless you make a new website.
Avoid registering the first name you come up with simply because its sounds catchy!
You need to take a number of factors into account before you make your final
decision. You should consider the following:





The domain that you choose must be easy to remember
Keep it short and simple, nothing too long
It should clearly tell the reader what the web site is about
Take into account search engine placement when selecting a domain name

These are the basic criteria you need to be taking into account; however, if you want
a domain name that has a top search engine ranking then you will need to factor
particular keywords into it. The keywords should be related to a courier service so
that when a potential customers tries to look this up, your website will have an
increased chance of coming up in the top search results.
You may on the other hand have your heart set on developing a brand name. This
can be handy for the long term, but it may hamper the amount of potential clients that
your could obtain in the short term. But, if you choose to do this then you can use a
more specific domain name.
I do advise that you adopt the approach of creating a short, informative and keyword
rich domain name. So why is it important that your domain name is key word rich and
how do you achieve this?
Let’s use an example:


Birminghamsamedaycourier.co.uk

When I selected this domain name I did so with particular objectives. I wanted to rank
effectively for the keyword ‘Birmingham’ as well as ‘sameday courier’.
Let’s presume that you are looking for a same day courier in Birmingham, would this
ad grab your attention? Im sure it would as it matches your request for a same day
courier in Birmingham. If you were living in Birmingham as a sameday courier and
you want to rank high on search engines then you’ll want to use the same page title
but in this format:
‘Birmingham Same Day Couriers | Same Day Courier Services’
I’ve used a pipe sign (|) to separate the first part of the page title with some more
related KEYWORDS.
Then in your description of your web page, you’ll want to make sure you include
some more key words and phrases coupled with benefits to the prospective
customer.

Notice in the screenshot that they have a different web address name
‘sosbirmghamcouriers’. If I were a courier in Birmingham I would probably use the
following variation: www.birmingham-same-day-couriers.com for the purposes of
search engines, and then use a shorter domain name for my literature and
brochures.
There is so much more to making an effective domain name than meets the eye; it
has to be keyword rich so that it ranks high on Google giving you business maximum
exposure.
Again, this is free traffic and free advertising. By choosing an effective domain name
you are taking full advantage of this, boosting your advertising potential but saving
yourself money!
Step 2- Register With fasthosts.co.uk for a cheap hosting account
Once you have chosen an appropriate domain name you then need to purchase one.
I personally recommend www.Fasthosts.co.uk. You will find that on this website
domain names start from a few pounds a year.
When you get the opportunity to browse this website you will be able to search for
domain names that are available. You could register a name purely for search engine
purposes to build your website under and then use a more condensed and
memorable name for use in your marketing literature.
Your shorter name will then just be redirected to your search engine friendly name.
Step 3- Create your website using tutorial packages
Now you have your domain name sorted you need to get to grips with designing your
website. I advise that you visit www.vistaprint.co.uk and click on the ‘business tab’.
Under the heading ‘Free Products’ will be the sub-heading ‘Free Websites’. If you
click on this you will be directed to a page which details all the different website
packages that are available. You receive a months free trial with each; these
packages start from £3.56 a month.
These packages show you how to create your own website and are very easy to
follow. You could have your website created in as little as an hour!
21 Ways to become better entrepreneur and beat the competition!
I have devised a list of 41 helpful tips to help you along your way to running your own
successful courier business. If you put them into practice they will enable you to
become a more proficient entrepreneur and will put you one step ahead of the
competition.
1. Leave No (Paper) Trail
Too many files, documents and scraps of paper lying around your work space? It’s
times like this that technology becomes your best friend; it can reduce and
sometimes eliminate your need for paper. Implement the following suggestions to
keep your office paper free:



Computers: using laptops, PC’s and PDA’s allow you to create various
documents, transport them and alter them easily. This eliminates the need for
constant use of paper as its all there at the touch of a button.



Scanners: scanners are very useful machines which make a digital copy of a
document so that they can be sent to the relevant person electronically.
Scanning also allows the document to be stored as a file on the computer
which is helpful if you loose or damage the original paper copy.



E-mail: email has almost eliminated the need for paper memo’s and
handwritten letters. It’s instant, easy to use and looks more professional than
a memo that has been quickly scribbled on. You can even set it up so that
your fax and voicemails are combined with it so that you can retrieve all your
information from one place.

2. Marketing makeover
Ensure that you are constantly learning about your target market; trends and
customer attitudes change over time hence why you need to adapt to this. The most
obvious indication that your strategy needs a makeover is when your market stops
responding. To counter this keep up to date with their changing needs and demands
by researching your market regularly.
Innovation is the key to success; it can add great value to your business and is a
quality that any great entrepreneur should possess. You should constantly be
reviewing your service, highlighting areas for improvement and even adding new
services to your existing one. You need to think outside the box and view your
business with a critical eye.
If you find that your marketing strategy mostly consists of responses to your
competitors marketing innovations and messages then you need to mix things up a
bit. You should aim to set the competitive pace, they should be responding to your
innovative ideas. Although it’s important to monitor their marketing strategy, you must
not forget to add value to your own.
3. Plan ahead
The secret to smooth ride throughout the financial year is to maintain a consistent
marketing strategy. By being proactive and preplanning effectively you will not feel
the heat so much when you reach those bumps in the road.
Ask yourself; have you devised a marketing plan for the year? Remember, it’s for
your guidance and consultation only so there is no need for it to be elaborate, a brief
outline will suffice. Once you have your outline prepared you can write it into your
calendar so that you have a schedule for your marketing plan, then you can prepare
accordingly.
As pointed out earlier, the amount of time you spend marketing your business does
not have a time limit. Some people spend 20% of their time on marketing and 80%
on other aspects. Though I think you’ll find that those with regular, quality contracts
are the complete opposite. They devote a majority of their time to marketing; this in
my opinion is the best approach. The key thing to remember is consistency, this will
allow you to grow steadily and avoid crashing too hard when things don’t go quite to
plan.

4. Marketing on a daily budget of £5
Consumer studies have found that in order for a potential customer to even
remember or recognise your message they have to of heard it a minimum of 3-5
times. For them to actually become a customer, research suggests they have to hear
your message 9 times. So you have definitely got your hands full. This also highlights
the importance of using emails to follow up and gain new customers.
One-off or irregular marketing attempts are unproductive in regards to creating
awareness, recognition and demand for your courier service. You can rouse up much
more attention by actively promoting your business each day.
An idea of how you could do this is to devise a marketing plan for each day. This
strategy could be to contact 10 potential clients/prospects/ contacts at least 5 days a
week (you need some time off!).
It’s up to you what method of communication you use; you could get in touch by
giving them a quick ring, faxing them, sending a short email/letter/postcard. You
could even consider mailing press releases, sales/follow up letters, leaflets, special
offers or perhaps thank you notes.
It will cost you roughly 55p to print and send out five letters, which totals up to £2.75.
Your calls and faxes will also cost you. So, save your self some cash and try to make
the majority emails as these are free. You need to do a bit of everything really; the
wider the use of your advertising mediums the more return you are likely to see.
Your main objective here is to come up with a series of marketing activities that you
can implement each day that will allow you to communicate with existing and
potential customers.
5. Plan your time effectively
Use a time sheet to keep an accurate record of how you are spending your time each
week for a month. When this is finished have a good look through it and assess
whether your time was spent effectively.
When doing this you need to ask yourself the following:
1) Was this task essential? And if so…
2) Can I delegate it to someone else or should I be the one who performs it?
The first thing you should do is eliminate from your schedule needless tasks along
with those that do not make a significant contribution to the business.
For the remaining tasks, divide them into those that have to be done by you and
those you can entrust to other people. Remember any time that you can save is
valuable as you efforts could be concentrated in other areas that demand your
attention.
6. How long will each task take?
Running your own business demands effective timekeeping, the first skill you should
expect to acquire as an entrepreneur. You need to be able to accurately estimate
how long it will take you to complete particular tasks. It’s simple enough to develop
as a skill; you just need to think about it logically.

If you ask any good manager ‘how long do you reckon that will take me?’ they break
the process down. Say that you need to figure out how long it will take you to send
out 10 letters to prospects each day…you would need to gather your materials
(paper, stamps etc), you would need to think about what you are going to write, you
need to write it, review it, print it and then take it to a post-box. If you calculate how
long each of those separate things will take you will be able to come up with an
accurate estimate of how long the whole process will take you.
Breaking the process down in this way will allow you to make smart decisions about
tasks you need to do, what you can delegate and how to make shortcuts to save you
time. It’s a very useful skill to have.
7. Is this worth my time?
During you day, regularly pause and think about what your doing and whether you
are using your time effectively. Ask your self the following questions:
• Is this activity you’re currently undertaking a priority?
• Is this activity going to make you money?
• Is this activity going to help you reach your goals?
• Is this a take that you could delegate to someone else, freeing up your time for
tasks that are more important?
If you find that your answering no to any of the above question, swap that task for
another of higher priority or delegate that task to someone else.
8. Preparing For Tomorrow, Today
At the end of each working day get a notepad and jot down a to-do list for the next
day in order of priority.
By doing this you won’t have to decide there and then what to do first. You will also
find that the satisfaction of crossing things of your list is very rewarding indeed. A todo list may be simple but it is a very effective way of getting things done. It’s a great
time-management tool.
Try to create a to-do list each day, or at least weekly. It will provide you with a rough
outline of what you will be doing that week and will allow you to make any alterations
to your plans in advance. Use it in conjunction with a basic calendar or diary; use the
calendar to record meetings, appointments and places to be whilst using your to-do
list for tasks to be done.
9. Basics of Cash-Flow Management
Effective cash-flow management is crucial to the survival of your courier business,
especially as it will only be small and just starting up. If you monitor cash flow by
producing regular cash flow forecasts then you can plan accordingly. If you are
prepared for dips in cash flow, this will give you a competitive advantage.
Cash flow is simply all the financial inflows and outflows of your business that
contribute to the balance of your account. Catering accordingly to your cash flow is
very important as courier companies can take up to 30 days to pay your for a job.
This may result in negative figures at some point in the month. This is not however
an indication of your profits. Just because you have a negative cash flow, this does

not mean your not making a profit as it will usually correct it’s self once you clients
have paid you. It is also normal for a new business to have poor cash flow.
When looking at your cash flow forecast you need to work out if at the end the month
you have enough to pay your bills. This is the purpose behind the idea- the further in
advance that you can foresee your bank balance, the quicker you can identify you
have an issue and therefore the more time you have to fix it.
Once you get used to drawing up these forecasts you will quickly get to grips with it
and it will become very easy to work out your outgoings, especially for the
foreseeable months. When you have your outgoings calculated, add on the revenue
you estimate you will receive, and this will leave you with your balance.
10. A helping hand from the bank
Sometimes even when you do your best to prepare for any cash flow issues that may
arise; you may still encounter an unforeseen problem that you have not accounted
for. In circumstances such as these you will have to make some choices about how
you are going to tackle this problem.
You could use your personal funds, try to delay paying some vendors, temporarily
defer payroll or consider asking a customer if they could pay their bill earlier than
usual.
On the other hand, you could ask your banker. Many business people underestimate
the value of having a good relationship with your banker. Think of them as you
partner and keep them informed by sending over regular financial reports.
A banker is more likely to help you out when you’re short of cash if they know a lot
about your business. The more they know, the more faith they will have in you and
will be more eager to lend you some money or extend your overdraft.
The word ‘overdraft’ usually sends most people running but as a business person it’s
your best friend. You should not use it simply because you need money; it works
more like a safety net, so if customers are slow to pay, you can rely on it for your own
expenses until they do.
11. Spend your extra cash wisely
If you find yourself with some extra cash the first thing you need to do is figure out
where it came from, maybe sit down with you accountant produce some projections.
Take a quick look at the figures for the past few months and come up with an idea of
how much cash you usually expect to turn over under usual circumstances. You
need to ensure that this extra money really is excess and not just one-off from an
unusually profitable job that you have done. Also take into account any cost cutting
that you have done in the past as the extra money could be a product of this.
Once you have determined where it has come from, you then need to do something
sensible with it. Put away enough money to last several months into a high interest
account or if your brave invest it in something that is very low risk. By doing this you
will have even more savings which you can use in times of need.

If you have any left, try to highlight areas for improvement in you business that you
can plough a one-off sum of money into. This could be an employee bonus or even
new technology or machinery.
If you are fortunate enough to still have a surplus of cash left over after making
improvements and putting some away, then I advise that you think about ploughing
the money into something significant such as more staff, expansion or maybe even
the purchase of a premises for your business if you are currently renting.
12. How cost cutting can go very wrong
If you find your self in a position where you are having to cut back on a lot of things,
be careful with your choices. It can be appealing to cut back on all that you can to
keep your business afloat but cost cutting in the wrong areas can do much more
harm than good, especially in the long term. Below are three cost-cutting measures
that could be potentially detrimental to your business:
1. Slashing funds for advertising and marketing
2. Not doing regular financial reports
3. Reducing financial support for anything that keeps your customers happy
13. Get In Control!
If you want to be constructive and work efficiently then you need to ensure that your
work space allows you to do this. Be in control of your work life by implementing the
following steps:


If your work space is a mess how do you expect yourself to be organised?
Organisation is the key to productivity so try and ensure that there is a correct
place for everything; a place for financial statements, client information,
project work etc.



Take one afternoon or evening and dedicate it to effectively reorganising your
work space. Do it now otherwise you will never find the time once you are
running your own successful courier business!



Get rid of unwanted and unnecessary information, you already have enough
to think about. So put all the magazines and catalogues that you have never
read and will probably never read in another room, or even better, in the bin.
They are just a recipe for distraction! Clear out you inbox and unsubscribe
from any mailing lists that are not going to help you on you road to success.



Make a separate file for new project work as this usually tends to make an
organised mess. So to avoid getting it all mixed up with every thing else put
everything associated with it into one place.



Try to pencil in these clean up days every time you have time off for a holiday.
It will allow you to take charge of you thoughts, projects and priorities. It will
also allow you to deal with anything that is outstanding such as bills,
paperwork or emails.

14. Jot it down
It’s advisable to have not one, but two ‘to-do’ lists. The first list should be a master list
detailing the key long term aims of your courier business i.e. increase customer base
by 25%. The other list will support these aims by introducing tactical steps on a day
to day basis to help you achieve the aims on the master list.
When you have written out these lists, ensure that you organise them accordingly.
You can do this by separating them into projects, errands, phone calls, things that
have to be done in your office, things you can do anywhere and items that are not
urgent.
Regularly go over your list to ensure that everything on it is both appropriate and
important. By checking your list in advance you wont have to doubt any of your
commitments and plan there and then.
Make sure that you tick tasks of once they of done. Not only does it allow you to stay
organised by it will also leave you will a great sense of accomplishment.
15. What not to do
You need to devote most of your time to promoting and selling your courier business
therefore you need to get rid of all of those things that waste your time. How can you
do this? I advise that you shun away from the time-wasters:
• Avoid selling to people who are unable able to actually make the buying decision,
you need to make sure that the person you are corresponding with is the decisionmaker. Don’t be shy about approaching people in high places, such as the manager
or owner of the company as it’s these people who are in control.
• Do not work without a priority list; you should create a ‘top 10’ list of you biggest
clients and then one for your ‘top 10’ biggest potential customers. Familiarise yourself
with this each day so that you are tune with your targets and can put all your energy
into what’s important.
• Technology is not a substitute for relationships. You make you sales from having a
relationship with your client, and this is difficult to achieve via a computer screen.
Keep you emails brief- they are fantastic for transferring important information fast
but do no compare to one-on-one communication.
16. Learn from your mistakes
Making mistakes has its advantages; it allows you first hand to learn where you are
going wrong which in turn will prevent you from making the same error twice. Below
are three ways to deal with your mistakes:
• Don’t let your ego get in the way. It’s normal to feel annoyed and discouraged when
things don’t go quite as planned, it’s also easy to try and blame someone else. The
only way around this is to figure what went wrong and why and usually the best way
to do this is to speak to the customer. Hear them out and figure out whether there is
still time to salvage your client.
• Use your stumbling blocks as lessons for future success. If you allow your slip-ups
to become your incentive to do better next time, then making mistakes won’t seem all

that bad. You will have put a lot of time and effort into your courier business and if
you allow your mistakes to not only knock you down, but keep you down also, you
will find that it has all been a waste of time.
• Be positive and hands on by trying to learn all you can about the courier industry.
Keep up to date on industry news, advances in technology and new
products/services. By doing this you will never be the last one to pick up on trends.
17. Listen Carefully!
Many people underestimate the benefits of being a good listener; you will find that by
listening more, you can become a better salesperson. This is especially important in
regards to clients; they want to be heard so that you can facilitate their needs.
You can build upon your existing listening skills by taking accurate notes, taking
notice of your clients’ body language and focusing on what they are telling you. Try to
also think about turn taking, are you talking too much? If so tone it down a bit, take a
backseat and just listen.
18. How'd I Do?
Self evaluation is crucial to the progress and development of your courier business. If
you never pinpoint areas for improvement how can you expect to know where you
are excelling and where you are not?
You should always try to obtain feedback from your customers; constructive criticism
can be a useful tool for improving your business.
As well being a great way to improve your business, requesting your customers
opinion indicates that you care about your business-client relationships and that you
are willing to build upon weak areas just to provide them with a better service.
Obtaining feedback may also revive a customer relationship that has turned sour.
You will find that customers who are not satisfied tend not to complain; instead they
take their business elsewhere which is even worse.
19. Dust yourself off
Ask any salesperson and they will tell you that the odd slump is inevitable. If you find
that your sales are on a downwards spiral use the four following steps to keep you
and your business afloat:
• Catch up with your satisfied customers; learn about their new troubles and
challenges and think of ways that you can provide solutions. Seek out other ways in
which you can satisfy their current needs or any new ones.
• Keep your focus on the customers who give you quality contracts. But also bear in
mind that different types of customer have varying sales cycles, some longer, some
shorter. It can be easy to get caught up at the top with the big boys but you should
remember that the smaller clients with shorter sales cycles could make you money
right now.
• Always look for ways to improve. This involves keeping up to date with the news
and thinking about how this may impact your clients. Do your research and consult
various sources so that you can generate new ideas on how you can tweak your
marketing strategy and target your customers more effectively. Also try to read about

how others have grown their businesses; these are people that have been their and
done what you are trying to achieve, therefore they can be a very valuable source of
information.
• It may sound harsh, but be choosy about the people whose company you keep; you
need to be around people that are positive and motivated. If you are surrounded by
people who are also in the slump and are negative about it, they will only bring you
down further.
20. Keep them coming back for more!
The cost of securing a customer is forever on the rise what with all the competition
and marketing. Therefore it is crucial that you concentrate on keeping the customers
you have already got. It can cost you up to five times as much to gain a new
customer that to keep an existing one, so this approach pays.
An excellent way to retain customers is to launch a loyalty program, which essentially
like rewarding your customers for using your service. This strategy I great where
there is a lot of competition all of which selling the same service/product.
21. Remember Me?
If a customer hasn’t used you for quite a while, follow them up with a personal
handwritten note. Something along the lines of…
“I was just sat at my desk doing some paper work when your name popped into my
head. Thought I would drop you a quick note to see how you were getting on.
Remember, im still just a phone call away should you require my services. I hope all
is well.”
You find that you bump into an old client at some kind of event or even in the street.
Pursue this with a follow up note that sounds bit like this… ‘It was good to see at
courier exchange ball. I shall be in touch in the new year to arrange lunch’.
Christmas/new year cards are also a great way to follow-up your customers and
remind them that your still around. It doesn’t have to cost an arm and a leg to show
people that you care. Use your initiative to come up with some innovative gift ideas
that fit nicely into yours/their business.
Your existing clients can do a hell of a lot for you so its important that you stay in
touch to maintain a strong business relationship. If you just think outside the box you
will be able to come up with other creative ideas that you can use to nurture the
relationship.
Building a lasting business for years to come
Know your industry
Knowing all about the industry that you work in by staying informed about trends,
changes and new technology will enable you to develop your courier business. The
more knowledge and information you can plough into your business the more likely it
is to be successful.

Im fairly certain that you have discovered new things in this step of the manual that
you may not have been very clued-up about. It’s that sort of information that will
distinguish your business from the competition.
In this section of guide I have provided some very useful advice in regards to how
you can bring your courier business up to speed with the big players and maybe
even outdo them. The responsibility of implementing what you have learned in the
step and applying it to your courier business now lies in your hands.
Building and maintaining lasting business relationships
“People before paper” is an expression that you will do well to remember. What I
mean by this is that a phone call, meeting or email with a client or prospect should
always be prioritised over paper work. If some one pops into your office or gives you
a ring about something business related abandon the documents you are sorting out
a give them the time of the day. When people want to speak to you they should have
your undivided attention. A business relationship will take you much further than any
piece of paper will!
It is crucial to remember that in the courier industry people ARE your business
therefore the way that you treat them will be reflected in your profits. The number of
contracts you could obtain or loose because of the way you act is significant.
You should always ensure that you treat not only clients, but anyone that you work
with, fairly and with consideration. If you are sympathetic and understanding towards
people you will soon find that success will begin to follow you around.
How to protect yourself and business
As the owner of a business, you want to put in place all the measures that you can to
make your client feel confident in using your service. You will go to any lengths to
prove that you are genuine and honest as you know how vital it is that your customer
feels safe.
This is why so many business owners offer guarantees, utilise safe payment
methods, provide swift customer service and more.
So you spend all this time an effort protecting your customers from fraud, non
payment etc when you haven’t thought about your own interests. You also need to
think about how you are going to protect yourself and your business.
It is not only important that your customer feels safe and secure but it is also
important that the feeling is mutual. You can do this by putting in place a few safety
measures of your own.
But I guess your wondering what measures you can implement In order to protect
yourself and your business. Below is some advice on the kind of precautions you can
take.
1. Get everything in writing
When terms and conditions for business are in writing, there is no room for challenge
or confusion, given that they are lawful.

The purpose of a written contract is not just to aid the customers understanding but
they work well as a set of rules that are not debateable. Contracts allow protection of
the rights and interest of both parties and outline the obligations under the contract.
Contracts therefore are a useful resource in the event of a dispute.
Let’s illustrate how this all works with an example. Lets say you are selling children’s’
toys and a customer returns your product 4 months later because it is not working. If
there is no express term in the contract detailing the returns policy then you could
end up in a long winded conflict with this customer losing you business, money and
time.
These contracts don’t necessarily need to be put together by a lawyer as it is
perfectly acceptable to write it yourself given that it is written in a way that is
understandable and unambiguous.
When both you and your customer have signed the contract, it becomes legally
binding, so it really is quite straight forward.
2. Don't be naive
There is a fine line between trusting some one and being completely naïve and often
this line is difficult to draw. Many people get their fingers burnt by customers simply
because they have too much faith in them. Examples include doing work without a
deposit or shipping products before payment. Make sure you don’t have to learn the
hard way.
Glossary of Courier Terms/Jargon:
As with any industry, jargon plays a part and various abbreviations are used. Here
are the most popular abbreviations/terms to familiarise yourself with:
ADR:
ADR regulations govern the carriage of hazardous or dangerous goods by road
in the EU. These include explosives and flammable liquids. Full ADR
regulations apply to all vehicles over 3.5 tonnes. Smaller vehicles carrying such
loads must adhere to some of these regulations and drivers must have
“awareness” training.
BACKLOAD:
A backload is the load that you carry on a return journey. Backloads are usually
offered at a cheaper rate as an incentive to secure the work.
CLEAR:
You may be telephoned by a Courier Company and asked if you are clear. This
means available for an immediate delivery and your vehicle clear of other
packages.
CLEARING HOUSE:
A clearing house is like an agency. It takes bookings for deliveries and then
subcontracts all the work out. It has no vehicles or drivers of its own.
COURIER CONTROLLER:
This is the person within a company that allocates the jobs to drivers and
usually the person responsible for devising the list of owner drivers that the
company subcontract out. Therefore an important contact.
CONSIGNMENT:
A consignment refers to the load that is being carried.

CONSIGNMENT NOTE:
A consignment note details where a load is to be collected from and delivered
to. It may have a description of goods and detail particular delivery instructions.
CONSIGNOR:
The person or company that sends the goods.
CONSIGNEE:
The person or company that receives the goods.
COURIER INSURANCE:
This insurance is a legal requirement for your vehicle and covers you carrying
goods for reward.
DANGEROUS GOODS:
The moving of these goods are covered by the ADR Regulations.
DEAD MILES:
This refers to any part of a journey that you are not charging for. For example,
the distance between your home and first pick up point for the day.
DEDICATED LOAD:
A customer pays a supplement for a dedicated load. This ensures the goods
are taken directly from the collection to the delivery address without stopping to
collect or deliver other goods en route.
DELIVERY NOTE:
A delivery note is a document that proves both pickup and delivery of the goods
carried. This should be signed on delivery to a customer and presented with an
invoice when requesting payment.
DRIVING HOURS REGULATIONS:
These rules limit the number of hours that can be worked by drivers of goods
vehicles. For vehicles over 3.5 tonnes driving hours are monitored by a
tachograph. Smaller vehicles in the UK are not monitored and there is no legal
requirement to record driving times.
DROP:
A delivery.
ETA:
Estimated Time of Arrival - You will often be asked for an ETA. This is not a
guarantee of delivery time, it is simply a rough estimate. However, if you are
seriously delayed it would be wise to contact both the consignor and consignee
to make them aware of the situation.
EXPRESS:
An express consignment is where emphasis is on a quick delivery.
FLT:
Fork Lift Truck.
FREIGHT EXCHANGES:
A freight exchange is a site where you can find work. Courier Companies list
their jobs for specific areas and invite you to bid for the work.
GIT:
Goods In Transit Insurance covers the goods you are carrying against loss,
theft or damage while they are being carried.
HANDBALLING:
Moving of goods to and from a vehicle by hand.
HAZARDOUS GOODS:
Same definition as dangerous goods.
IN-BOX:
Where a consignment is left in a locked box for a late delivery.

ITT:
An Invitation to Tender. A customer provides details of their requirements and
you are invited to put forward a costing and plan as to how these requirements
could be actioned by your service.
JIT:
Just In Time. This refers to companies that rely on couriers for replenishment
due to limited space. These companies hold only limited stocks and rely on
couriers to make regular deliveries to replenish before they run out.
KNOWN CARGO:
Known cargo is a consignment where by the load has been declared free of
hazardous materials etc and the nature of the load has been determined.
LOAD/LOADED:
Self explanatory terms. Load refers to the goods to be carried and loaded
means that these goods are inside your vehicle.
MULTI-DROP:
This is where you are collecting a number of parcels from one pick up point and
delivering to a number of addresses. Sometimes there are return goods to pick
up also. Catalogue and other mail order companies provide a high level of multi
drop work.
OD/OWNER DRIVER:
If you are a courier working in your own vehicle (this may be a lease or hire
vehicle) then you are classed as an owner driver. An owner driver provides a
complete service to the customer: Vehicle, driver, insurance, documentation,
and so on.
OPERATIONS ROOM:
This is the control hub of any courier company/business. This is where the
collection controller organises job bookings, driver allocations and tracking.
PACKING NOTE:
This may be an integral part of a delivery note or a separate document. It
shows details of what is inside a consignment.
PALLETS:
Deliveries (depending on their nature can often be strapped on to a pallet.
These can be wood, plastic or even cardboard. Standard UK pallet sizes are:
1200mm x 1000mm or 1200mm X 800mm.
PART LOAD:
This is a consignment that takes up only a proportion of the loaded vehicle
capacity. It may be an additional load that is carried alongside the main
consignment of the day.
PAYMENT TERMS:
Payment terms will differ for each courier company/client that you do business
with. It is important to agree terms prior to taking on work. Usual payment terms
will be anywhere between 14-30 days of invoice.
PHONETIC ALPHABET:
This is used to spell out words (particularly over the telephone) to ensure that
the correct names and delivery address’s are taken down correctly. The
standard phonetic alphabet is listed further in the manual.
POD:
Proof Of Delivery. This is a signed document that provides evidence to the
customer that their parcel/package was delivered. It must detail the delivery
address, date and time of delivery and what was delivered (i.e.3 parcels).This
must be printed and signed by the recipient.

Once a delivery has been made you will often have to phone in to the controller
with confirmation. If you are asked for the POD you will need to give the name
of the person that signed for the parcel and the time of delivery.
PUDO:
Pick up and drop off. This is a point where items can be left or be collected. It
can be any pre agreed designated area ie a locked box (see in-box) or even a
corner of a building.
RETURN JOURNEY:
A return journey is the distance from the drop off point back to base. A return
journey is unpaid so the emphasis here is on securing a backload to minimize
dead mileage and boost your takings.
RETURN LOAD:
Same definition as a back load.
RFP:
Request For Proposal. Same as an ITT.
SAMEDAY:
A same-day delivery speaks for itself. The consignment needs to be collected
and delivered on the same-day.
SCREAMER:
An urgent job demanding immediate service.
SLA (SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT)
This is an agreement often in place between a courier company and their
customer and can secure a long term contract. A client will contract all work out
to a particular company in return for a SLA. For example they may require that
all deliveries are picked up within a certain time scale from booking.
STEM MILES:
Another name for dead mileage.
SUA (SERVICE USER AGREEMENT)
This is an agreement whereby a private customer agrees to give you first
contact when a delivery needs making in return for a reduced price.
SUBBER:
A subber is a courier that subcontracts work out to another driver.
SUBCONTRACT:
Where by work is passed on and carried out by someone other than the
company initially booked for the job. For example, a customer’s contract is with
the courier company they book their delivery with. If the company off loads the
work to a courier owner driver this forms a sub contract.
SUBBIE:
This is any freelancer/self employed courier/owner driver who is subcontracted.
TACHOGRAPH:
This unit is a legal requirement for any goods vehicle over 3.5 ton. It records
speed, driving times and the lengths of breaks as these are regulated by law.
Smaller vehicles are exempt.
TENDER:
A tender is a bid for a job.
T & C:
Terms and Conditions. This document sets out the rules, rights and
responsibilities in relation to your business. It is important to present terms and
conditions to all customers prior to any deliveries.

TRACKING:
GPS tracking systems are used by some companies. A small device fitted
inside the driver’s vehicle allows them to see on a computer screen where their
drivers are.
UNKNOWN CARGO:
Opposite of known cargo.
Phonetic Alphabet
It may be worth while learning the phonetic alphabet. A controller may often use this
when dictating a delivery address over a noisy phone line to avoid errors. It is easy to
confuse a B with a D or E when read aloud normally.
The phonetic alphabet is as follows:

Alpha
Bravo
Charlie
Delta
Echo
Foxtrot
Golf
Hotel
India

Juliet
Kilo
Lima
Mike
November
Oscar
Papa
Quebec
Romeo

Sierra
Tango
Uniform
Victor
Whisky
X-ray
Yankee
Zulu

Summary
I hope you have found the courier guide very informative and helpful in establishing
your own successful courier business.
I have not spared anything and although all the information might seem a bit over
whelming at first, the more you read each step, the more it will begin to make sense
as you understand and take in the information.
Remember we offer support with this guide by email info@courierexpert.co.uk and
also, don’t forget to log in and take advantage of Courier Expert membership, details
should have already been supplied to you on how to access this.
The entire Courier Expert team, would like to thank you for purchasing this guide and
wish you good luck for the future.

Invoice
Invoice From -

Invoice Number

Invoice To -

Invoice Date:
Description:

Please pay by bank transfer
Account Name:
Sort Code:
Account Number:

Vat Number

Total
Vat
Grand Total
Amount Paid
Balance Due

Delivery Note:
Collection Address:

Delivery Address:

Description of Goods:

Number of Items:

Signature:

Printed Name:

Delivery Note:
Collection Address:

Delivery Address:

Description of Goods:

Number of Items:

Signature:

Printed Name:

Terms and Conditions

1. All and any business undertaken, including any advice or information given or service provided whether
gratuitously or not is transacted subject to the condition hereinafter set out and each Condition shall be
deemed to be incorporated in and to be a Condition of any agreement between the company and its
customers.
2. In these conditions of trading (hereinafter called “these conditions”) the expression “the Company” means
and (unless the context precludes the same) includes the Company’s servants, agents and any person or
persons carrying passengers or goods under the contract with the Company. “Customer” means any
person who contracts for the service of the Company and includes the Customers servants or agents or
any persons carried as passengers on behalf of the Customer.
3. The Company is not a common carrier and will accept goods for carriage only on these conditions.
4. No agent or person employed by or under contract with the Company has any authority to alter or vary in
any way these conditions unless (previously) expressly authorised to do so by the Company in writing
5. If any legislation is compulsory applicable to any business undertaken these conditions shall as regards
such business be read as subject to such legislation and nothing in these conditions shall be construed as
a surrender by the Company of any of its rights or immunities or as an increase of any of its
responsibilities or liabilities under such legislation and if part of these conditions be repugnant to such
legislation to any extent such part all as regards such business be void to that extent but no further.
6. Customers entering into transactions of any kind with the company for the carriage of goods expressly
warrant that they are either owners or the authorised agent of the owners of any goods to which the
transaction relates and further warrant that they are authorised to accept and are accepting these
conditions not only for themselves but also as agents for and on behalf of all other persons who are or
may thereafter become interested in the goods.
7. Any instructions or business accepted by the Company may in the absolute discretion of the company be
fulfilled by the Company itself or by its own servants performing part of all the relevant services or by the
Company employing or entrusting the carriage of goods or passengers to others to perform part or all the
services.
8. Subject to express instructions given by the Customers the Company reserves to itself absolute discretion
as to the means route and procedure to be followed in the carriage of passengers and in the handling,
storage and transportation of goods. Further if in the opinion of the Company it is at any stage necessary
or desirable in the Customer’s interest to depart from those instructions the Company shall be at liberty to
do so.
9. The Company warrants that all goods entrusted to the Company for carriage have been properly labeled
and prepared.
10. All offers and quotations by the Company for its services are given on the basis of prompt acceptance by
the Customer and shall only remain open for acceptance for the period of seven days unless revoked
withdrawn or verified by the Company prior to such acceptance.
11. All credit accounts are rendered at such periodic intervals as shall be the company’s policy from time to
time and are subject to settlement within 30 thirty days or date of invoice. Where payment is not received
by that date any offer made by the Company to give credit or discount for prompt settlement will
automatically be deemed to be withdrawn and the Company reserves the right to impose a surcharge on
all outstanding balances at the rate of two per cent per month.
12. (i) The Company shall only be responsible for any loss or damage to goods for any non-delivery or misdelivery if it is proved that the loss, damage, non-delivery or mis-delivery was due to the negligence or
default of the Company and in the event of the company providing transport for a customer of both a
passenger or passengers and goods the carriage of such goods any personal effects or any passenger
shall be solely at the risk of the Customer and the Company shall incur no liability of any kind in respect
thereof any the Customer is advised to insure against such risks.
(ii) The Company shall only be liable for non-compliance or in-compliance with instructions even to it if it is
proved that the same was caused by the negligence or default of the Company.
(iii) Same as aforesaid the Company shall be under not liability whatsoever however arising and whether in
respect of or in connection with any goods or any instructions business advice information or service or
otherwise.
(iv) It shall be the responsibility of the customer to satisfy himself that any load that he wishes to have
carried by the Company shall be suitable for conveyance in the vehicle or machine offered by the
Company for the carriage of such load and the Company will accept no liability whatsoever for any loss or
damage to such load arising from the unsuitability of such vehicle or machine.

(v)Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing the absence of express agreement by the
Company’s General Manager the company can under no circumstance whatsoever accept any
responsibility for any delay to either passengers or goods not due to the negligence or default of the
company.
(vi)Further and without prejudice to generality of the proceeding sub condition the Company shall to
whether under sub conditions (I) or (ii) or otherwise be under any liability whatsoever for any detention of
goods or for any consequential loss, damage or deterioration arising there from except where (a) the
Customer shall have specified to the Company the Nature of the goods and purpose of their transit and the
Company through it’s General Manger shall have agreed in writing with the Customers a time schedule
and specification in respect of the transit of the said goods (b) it shall be proved that such detention delay,
loss, damage or deterioration was due to the negligence of the Company.
13. Since the Company is unable to assess the cost to a Customer of the loss or damage of any goods in no
case whatsoever shall any liability of the Company however arising and notwithstanding any lack of
explanation exceed the value of the relevant goods or £1000 whichever is the less. If the relevant goods
have any extra intrinsic value to the customer or the customer would suffer consequential losses in the
event of their loss or damage then the customer is advised to insure against such risks and losses since
the Company is unable to warrant that its own insurance cover will be applicable to such loss or damage
or (if applicable) will extend to cover any sums claimed.
14. The Company shall not be liable for loss or damage to any part of any consignment of goods (whether
comprising one or more packages or parcel(s) or for the loss or non-delivery of the whole of any
consignment of goods or for damage delay or detention thereof or any part thereof however caused
unless the company is advised thereof in writing of the fact of the loss or damage or mis-delivery (as the
case may be) within 7 days of the loss damage or mis-delivery occurring and a quantified claim is made in
writing within 28 days of the occurrence.
15. The Company will not accept or deal with any noxious, dangerous, hazardous or inflammable or explosive
goods or any goods likely to cause damage. Should the Customer nevertheless deliver any such goods
to the Company or cause the Company to handle or deal with any such goods he shall be liable for all
loss or damage whatsoever caused by or in connection with the goods however arising and shall
indemnify the Company against all penalties, claims, damages costs and expenses whatsoever arising in
connection therewith and the goods may be destroyed or otherwise dealt with at the sole discretion of the
Company or by any other person in whose custody they may be at the relevant time.
16. Except under special arrangement previously made in writing the Company will not accept or deal with
bullion, coins precious stones, jewelry, valuables antiques, pictures (excluding commercial artwork),
livestock or plants.
17. Should any customer nevertheless (whether knowingly or unknowingly) deliver such goods to the
Company or cause the Company to handle such goods otherwise than under special arrangements
previously made in writing the Company shall be under not liability whatsoever for in connection with the
goods however arising.
18. All sums shown to be due in the Company on its invoices sent to the Customer shall be paid to the
Company immediately when due without any deductions and payment shall not be withheld or deferred on
account of any claim counterclaim or set-off.
19. The Company shall have a special lien on all goods for charges on such goods and shall also have a
general lien against the owner of any goods for any monies on account due from such owner to the
Company. If any lien is not satisfied within a reasonable time the Company may at its absolute discretion
sell the goods concerned and apply the proceeds in or towards discharge of the lien and the expenses of
the sale. No variation, extension or cancellation of these conditions shall be binding upon the Company
unless and until it is confirmed in writing under the hand of a Director, a secretary or other officer of the
Company duly authorised in writing and for the avoidance of doubt it is declared that no person other than
such Direct, Secretary or officer has authority to negotiate or enter into any commitment on behalf of the
Company the effect of which would or might (but for this present clause) involve the Company in any legal
liability whatsoever.
20. All agreements between the Company and its customer shall be governed by English Law and be within
the exclusive jurisdiction of the English Courts.
21. The maximum amount payable per consignment is £
amount and the appropriate premium paid.

unless agreed in advance for higher

